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UPB receives complaints

Ticket sale procedure criticized by senate
By CHRIS WARD
University
Program
Board
Chairperson Debbie Erwin came
under fire Tuesday from the Student
Government Association student
senate for the UPB's handling of
ticket sales for the Pat Benatar
concert Nov. 30 in Wilson Hall.
The conflict emerged when students
waiting in line for tickets were given
blue numbered cards instead, and
were limited to purchasing eight
tickets per-person.
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capacity and to avoid scalpers," the
UPB limited ticket sales. Students
were allowed to purchase two $6.50
seats per ID and two $7.50 seats per
ID.
.
Erwin was especially criticized by
SGA Chairperson Pro-tempore Al
Wilner who told her the ticket sales
policy caused many students "a great
deal of inconvenience." Wilner also
noted that many students "had to wait
in line all day, missing classes and
other engagements."
Wilner could not be reached for
vuiiitiNHA

'I think a lot of students
panicked that they
would not get tickets'
According to Erwin, the blue
numbered cards were distributed to
mark students' places in line when the
they had to be moved to the Grafton
Stovall theatre. A fire marshall
earlier had warned UPB members
that the students lined in a Warren
University Union stairwell near the
UPB office created a fire hazard and
had to be cleared.
"The fire marshall and JMU
security ca,me and told us to do

something about the line. So we had
everyone move over to Grafton
Stovall for their tickets," Erwin said.
Once the actual ticket sales began,
the concert was sold out within five
hours.
ERWIN
EXPLAINED
that
"because of Wilson's limited seating
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But Erwin countered that the UPB
had no alternative—especially for this
concert—since Benatar's agents
requested a smaller stage, like the
one in Wilson.
"I think that it was the individual's
choice whether or not he wanted to
wait in line. And I know a lot of people
had friends stand in the line for them
to get the tickets," she said.
Erwin later said she thought
Wilner's response to her report "was
a kind of accusation" and that he
seemed "critical of the entire
process" the UPB used for the
Benatar concert ticket sales.
"We don't have the time to analyze
how the ticket policies affect students'
grades and class attendance," Erwin
later added.
She conceded however, that the
UPB has "never had a line like this

for the concerts at Godwin.
"I think a lot of students sort of
panicked that they would not get
tickets for the concert. We knew we
would sell a lot of tickets, but we
didn't think about the Tire hazard,"
she said.
In other business the SGA:
Approved a proposal to attempt to
get the calorie count put back on to the
Digest Menu at Gibbons Dining Hall;
Made it mandatory that any
campus organizations requesting
through theSGA finance
4_, funds
MMw.
...one Sttyntt"/.
necessarycavailable to the committee
at least two days prior to the meeting;
Endorsed a Bill of Opinion of the
senate that the J-lot be re-lined for
better access and safety as soon as
possible.
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Student petition
Frustra ted educa tion majo rs 1
support campus school funding
By CHRIS WARD
Students with classes in the education
building may have noticed last week the small
table just inside the entrance attended by one
or two frustrated-looking students. Behind the
table was a sign asking students to sign a piece
of paper.
That piece of paper was a petition initiated
by Penny Sichmann and Judy Saville to show
student condemnation of the State Council of
Higher Education for Virginia's decision to end
state funding for the Anthony Seeger Campus
School after the 1981-82 school year.
The two early childhood and elementary
education majors are so concerned about the
possibility that Anthony Seeger Campus School
will close, that they have collected support for
the lab school with some 800 student
signatures. The signatures will be presented to
SCHEV at its December meeting when it will
discuss state financial support for Anthony
Seeger, one of three lab schools left in the state.
JAMES MADISON University President
Ronald Carrier will appeal the SCHEV decision
at its December meeting.
The petition includes the signatures of some
500 education majors, many who may be affected if SCHEV does end state funding. "Our
goal was to show student support," Saville
said.
Saville, a second semester junior, noted that
Anthony Seeger is so much an integral part of
the education program at JMU, that without it,

"the quality of the students who graduate in
education will drop.
"If we don't get to keep Anthony Seeger, we
will have to go to public schools (for out-ofclass instruction and practicums). It will be
even harder to get the practical experience
because we won't have a regular teacher to
work with us," she continued.
Saville believes that because JMU instructors know the "teaching methods, the
texts, and in some cases the chijdren" at Anthony Seeger, the lab school affords education
students a better educational opportunity than
they normally would receive in public schools.
"THE TEACHERS here know what is
happening over there so they can point out
things for us to watch out for and learn from,"
Saville said. "We lose all of that in the field
because the teachers here don't always know
what is happening at the public schools."
Dr. Julius Roberson, dean of the School of
Education and Human Services, noted Anthony
Seeger provides students a chance for practical
teaching experience as well as the opportunity
for those students to make mistakes under
supervised conditions.
Dr. Charles Blair, head of the elementary
and early childhood education department,
said the petition represents a "very valid
approach" to maintaining the state funds.
"Their (the students) recommendations
would be quite ap —

! OfrMn

A STUDENT petition will be sent to the State Council of Higher
Education for Virginia, said Judy Saville.
propriate since it (Anthony Seeger) serves those concerned. I
was very pleased that they took the initiative," Blair said
ANOTHER STUDENT approach has been an attempt to start
a mailing campaign for parents and others to express their
support for the petition.
They also
plan to obtain media support through editorials and stories
about the school, according to Saville.
"Although it doesn't directly affect Penny and I, we don't
think we can just sit back and see the school close down," she
said. "But it's not something you can go about too emotionally."
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JMU does not have diverse built-in culture
By JENNIFER YOUNG
James Madison University,
because its students and
faculty are mostly white,
rural-urban and middle class
citizens, does not have a builtin diverse culture here.
Dr. Julius Roberson, dean of
the school of education and
human services, addressed a
Nov. 12 multiculturalism
workshop at the Warren
University Union.
Roberson
said,
"The
melting pot
theory of
socialization is no longer
acceptable and we now have
what I call the salad bowl
theory—each group of individuals retains its own
distinct identity to make one
culture."
By endorsing cultural
pluralism, the university is
understanding
and
appreciating the contributions,
values and attributes of
various ethnic and racial
groups which the students
should perceive and learn not
to prejudge
by
their
stereotypes.
IN THE CONFERENCE,

Dr. Cecil Bradfield, associate
professor of sociology and Ann
Myers, assistant professor
social work, spoke on the topic
of Appalachian values and
lifestyles.
Bradfield, who was born
and raised in eastern West
Virginia, teaches a course
entitled Cultures of Appalachia here and has earned
a certificate in Appalachian
studies from West Virginia
University.
Myers, a coal miner's
daughter
from
eastern
Kentucky, experienced Appalachian people who had
moved into urban settings.
She was a probation officer
with some Appalachian raised
kids living in Baltimore.
The program started with
discussion of the Appalachian
culture stereotypes and ended
with the positive attibutes in
the areas of southern-western
Virginia, eastern Kentucky
and part of Tennessee.
The main idea «f the
discussion was to point out the
stereotypes of illiterate,
ignorant, backward, lazy and
child-like people that are

supported by the media
through such shows as "Green
Acres" and "Dukes of Hazard." Jethro and Ellie May in
"Beverly Hillbillies," for
example, have the body of
adults but are portrayed as
having the minds of a child.
"While we believe that there
may be some hint of truth in
the stereotypes, we do not feel
they should be applied to the
entire
population,"
one
speaker noted.
SEVERAL APPROACHES
were examined in analyzing
the Appalachian culture. The
culture-of-poverty view is that
poverty is self-perpetuating,
Bradfield said, and results in
blaming the victims.
The colonialism exploitation
emphasis developed and tends
to blame the social system for
creating most of the problems
of poverty through the exploitation of corporations,
since the vast majority of the
mineral wealth is owned by
those outside the region,
Bradfield said. "It is those
people of the outside area that
define the stereotypes of this

culture.'
The positive attributes were
basically noted as being back
to nature. The Appalachian
people are living in the way
that the middle-class now is
trying to get back to, which
was devalued in the 1960's.
Middle-class' people are
realizing that in the future
they might have to do with
less than what they have now,
so the Appalachians may be
viewed
as
"tomorrow's
people", Bradfield said.
The appreciation of kinship
and a concern for the family is
now being accepted. In the
1960's, if a person was held
back from his future goals it
was because the individual
was too family oriented. This
was regarded as a negative
trait in central Appalachia.
THE WORKSHOP showed
that cultures have to be looked
at in their own terms. Myers
said, "We do look at people
through our values and we
want to impose those values

on them because we think our
way is better."
The National Council for
Accreditation of Teacher
Education requires
that
schools give evidence of
planning for multicultural
education in the teacher
education curricula, if the
area is requesting accreditation.
The
NCATE's
reaccreditation visit to JMU is
scheduled for March 1981.
JMU has the largest undergraduate teacher
preparation program in the
Commonwealth. Located in a
rural setting, there are opportunities for the preservice
teachers to be exposed to
direct
experiences
with
multicultures as suggested by
NCATE's standards,
according to Roberson.
The NCATE also requires
university planning to provide
for multicultural education in
its advanced curricula for the
specialty, the humanistic and
(Continued on Page 11)
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FREE FOR THE ASKING
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Authorities present program
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Rape is a 'crime of power
By ANNE RICHARDSON
"Rape is not a crime that
has to do with sex. It's a crime
that has to do with power."
This sentiment was expressed by Kevin Hoschar of
the Massanutten Mental
Health Center in a rape
awareness program
presented Tuesday night in
Converse Hall. Hoschar was
one of several campus and
community authorities who
led the- program entitled
"Rape and Self Defense."
According to Bob Baker, a
campus security officer, "We
have not had one reported
rape in nine years on the
James Madison University
campus."
He added, however, that
there may have been a
number of rapes reported
confidentially to the Counseling Center and not to
security.
Detective Danny Claytor of
the Harrisonburg Police

Department said, "There
have been six reported sexual
assaults, three attempted
rapes and three actual rapes
in the city of Harrisonburg,
some
involving
JMU
students."
ACCORDING TO Claytor. a
rape victim should report the
crime to the police immediately, even before going
to the hospital. "The patrol
officer will ask the victim for
a detailed description of the
assailant and his means of
transportation," he said.
Next, the victim should
receive medical attention at
the hospital, where she will go
through several tests in an
attempt to gather more
conclusive evidence that a
rape has occured.
"The first thing the victim
wants to do after she has been
raped is to clean up," Claytor
said. "But it is very important
that ,you do not shower or
bathe because it destroys
important evidence."

Details are very important
to the police investigation,
according to Claytor. "The
greatest problem is the
barrier set up between the
officer and the victim," he
said. "We need an open line of
communication."
Ellen Emswiler, of the
Rockingham County Sheriff
Department said, "Having
another woman there is a
great comfort . for many
victims." A considerate male
officer can also be a great
comfort to a victim, she added.
"THESE VICTIMS feel that
they are somehow guilty, and
that they have done something
wrong," Emswiler explained.
Heilerg
explained
the
judicial
process
of
prosecuting the offender
which takes place after the
investigative
process
is
concluded. "It Is-eTttremely bnucuit for
a victim to testify in court

■w Tom i .Hfttin
KEVIN HOSCHAR of the Massanutten Mental Health
Center discussed counseling of the rape victim in Converse Hall
about
what
happened,"
Heilberg explained. "There's
a fear of the judicial process
because we must ask extensive questions and embarrassing
things."
Heilberg also added, "If
there is no screaming or
kicking, the case is harder to
prove that it was forced. But it
should not discourage you. If
you're in danger, you should

not resist. To protect yourself,
you may have to submit
"A certain type of person
commits this crime, and if it
goes unprosecuted, that only
encourages the behavior of
the defendant," he said.
ACCORDING TO Hoschar,
over two-thirds of the rape
victims know, their assailant,
and mosfof them trust their
assailant.
"
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INN
Restaurant

15 minutes North of
Harrison burg
2 1/2 miles South of
New Market
on Route 11
740-8802

Something New in Dining
Every Night!
—Hours-

Sunday Brunch 11.-v-n-2nm
Regular Menu 2pm-10pm
GREATFOOD AT
A GREAT PRICE
COCKTAILS
Will be open for
Thanksgiving Dinners
3Sittings 12 noon: 2pm: 4pm
Reservations suggested

WERNER'S
PARTY PACKAGE STORE
915 South High Street
434-6895

CHRISTMAS OPEN HOUSE

MICHELOB Light &Reg SuperPrem
/^^7T BEAUTIFUL t UNIQUE
BUSCH Prem Mountain Fresh 12 oac
TREt
Q fjriL
ORNAMENTS
STROH'S Party Pac 12pk Fire BreWed
V^-f^^p CANDLES. GREENS,
ANDECKER Prem "The Golden Brew "
MW)GIFTS FOR PLANT LOVERS
ERLANGER "Step Up To Classic Brew"
c^JwEEKCND SPLCIAL American Brewed RED- WHITE&BL UE
CLOUD BOUQUET -WJ OLDENGLISH "800 Malt Liquor"
9 CARNATIONS, FERN$.BA8YS BREATH LOWENBRAU "Original Swiss Import"
tai-sisb

SOU i2-S

$2.19
$3.79
$1.99
$2.19
$129
$1.89
$2.99

"BAR BOTTLES-LONGNECKS"
BLUE RIBBONLongnecks Case 24
BLA CKLABEL Old Time Flavor (24)
B UD WEISER & B USCH Prem Case (24)
STROH'S Half Quarts 16 oz Case 24

$6.49
$4.99
$8.49
$8.49

KEG ROOM SPECIALS
Jfair Care-

'Specials"
Nov. 18 -Dec. 23,1980
Mon.-10:00.5:00 pm
Tues, Wed., Thurs. 4 -7pm
Haircuts, Perms, Color,
Manicures,Pedicures,
Make-up,Facials

15% DISCOUNT

<®REDKEN

Houfs:
Monday-Saturday & Evenings

PABSTBL UE RIBBON 7112 gallons
$13.95
PABSTBLUE RIBBON 15gallon
$23.95
SCHLITZ MALT LIQUOR Say Bull
15gals $25.95
BUSCHPREM "Smooth &Light "
$28.95
B UD WEISER "King ofBeers" 15 gals $31.95
OLD MIL WA UKEE 15 gallons
$24.95
MILWAUKEE BEER CAPITAL OF WORLD
PABSTBLUE RIBBON NO 1 BEER
"GIVETHATMANASMILE
&

A PABSTBLUE RIBBON

7/

.
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THE
OUTFITTERS!
785 East Market Street
Harrison burg, Virginia 22801
Teleohone f 703 > 433-9547

DON'T GET CAUGHT IN THE COLD
T.M.

WE RE MORE THAN A
g NICE PLACE TO EAT
We're really THREE GREAT RESTAURANTS in one. . .

m

ice ***»«*

Specializing'!! fine food and excellent service.'

DOWN Parkas & Vests

For a good time, THE PUB
is the soot for you!

TITOfeULATE Vests
HIKING AND
BACKPACKING
BOOTS

ALSO SWEATERS bvROYALBOBBIN
100%Cotton Corderoy,Cham& Flannel
Shirts by POBCE 10
Boot & Field & Raw Sox
X-COIJNTRY, DOWN HILL, GRASS SKI RENTALS
$8 weekdays, flu weekends, $5 nites
ASK ABOUT OUR RAIN-CHECK POLICY

A&P
AAICHELOB12oz bottles $2.15
COKE & PEPSI 8/16oz
plus deposit $1.29
BROCCOLI SPEARS 10 oz pk.
2/$ 1.00
BLUE BONNET lib.
.59*
A&P APPLE SAUCE 16oz
3/$ 1.00
A&P CRACKER-S
75*
CH ED O BIT CHEESE 12 oz $1.39
MORTON BOIL-N-BAGS
all types 5/$2.00
RED GRAPES
.77* lb
CRANBERRIES
.68* lb
FAMILY PACK TOMATOES
26 oz $ 1.38
SMOKED HAM SHANK
PORTIONS .99Mb
SMOKB) HAM BUTT
PORTIONS $1.09 lb
BONE IN STRIPS WHOLE OR
HALF $2.59
SIRLOIN TIP STEAKS
$2.49
GWALTNEY SLICED BACON
$1.59
A& P TU RKEYS 10-22 lb avg.
.79*
A & P SL ICED BOLOGNA $1.39
\_

the finest entertainment spot in
Harrisonburg.

heated in downtown Harrisonburg
Park in the Water St. parking deck, and
enter across the Palmer House Bridge! 433-8181

I)

Ot&tf^AtttfouK u&&C$u<Uc.
V*U*

It I960. Jos Schlitz Brewing Company. Milwaukee. Wl
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Announcements
SGA

Summer Schedules

SCJ

Tentative summer school
1961 schedules are available in
the Summer School Office,
Wilson 107.

The deadline lor applications for membership in
the Society of Collegiate
Journalists is Nov 26. Dues
and forms must be turned in.
For further information call
6127.

PsiChi
Psi Chi, the national
psychology honor society, is
now accepting membership
applications. Forms are
available in Johnston's main
office and must be submitted
by Nov. 25.
All innouncemmti should bt typw'
double spaced- and brought to The
Breeze announcement box In the
basement of Wine Price Please specify
In what issue dates the announcement
should run. The deadline for an
nouncernents In the Friday Issue Is noon
Tuesday and for the Tuesday Issue Is
noon Friday. Announcments will not be
accepted byephone.

§

Copies of the new SGA
newsletter will be available
Nov. 2(i at the information
desk of the Wt'U
'
;

Water Polo Club

Scripture Sharing

The Water Polo Club ".ill
host its first annual lour
nament Nov 22 at \2.Mi p m
in Godwin's Savage pool

CCM
offers
scripture
sharing meetings on Wednesdays 9-10 p.m. in the
Religious Center.

Gotanewstip? Call The Breeze at 6127

Canterbury Club
Rev. Dave Burch of Stanley
United Methodist Church will
speak Nov. 20 at 7:30 p.m. at
Emmanuel Episcopal Church.

Turkey Trot
The Shenandoah Valley
Track Club is sponsoring a 10
km Turkey Trot Nov. 23.
Registration is $1 and will
begin at 1:30 p.m. in Godwin's
lower hallway. The race
begins at 3 p.m. All are invited
to participate, and awards
will be given.

Tke Body Stop
The Pu.pl* Building On The Court Square
2 North Main St.. Harrisonburg
Open Thursday and Friday Nights 'til 9 p.m.
Open Dally 10 A.M. to 530 P.M.
Master Chorge andVlsa
^^

Schlitz Makes It Great
The Beer
ForThe80's
CONTRACT RELEASE REQUESTS

Lee Levi & Wrangler
Pre-washed Boot Cut Jeans

GO FOR IT!

1595

Also Entire Stock of
Men's and Ladies Shirts
20% off Regular price

Residential students living in any type of University sponsored housing facility mutt have a completed release
request on file at the Housing Services Office by December 1 j
1980 in order to be released prior to the beginning of second
semester.
After December 1, no release request will be processed
until January 23, 1981.

including Westerns , Flannels,
Turtlenecks,& Velours

MIDWAY MARKET
by Levi-Wrangler-Campus-Tom Boy Lady Levi-Gunne Sax
and many others

Sale ends Saturday 11/22/80

Rockingham Motor Sales
Prime Northern
Goose Down
by CAMEL
SKI JACKETS
zip off sleeves
regll500 now 59"
also in stock
PARKAS.JACKETS,
& SKIP ANTS
Rockingham Motor Sales
943 S. High St., Harrisonburg

Behind the new JM'H
Thurs- Sun

BudUpk
Erlanger
Mickey Malt
Molson

439
199

l89
2"

Michelob (Reg 8B Lite) 249
Old Mil
12ozcansl"
Olympia
Lite

295
229

Kegs-7,/2-15 gals
Old Mil*/4 keg

1595

Old Mill1/2 keg

2591

Busch V2 keg

2795

Miller & Lite2
7 keg2995
434-7948

Pearle Reg & Lite
1"
Ortliebs
V9
(Please order kegs one day in advance if possible)
Open til Midnight
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Kramer
Kramer

Dutfln

Meryl Simp

ShNbm Coffoohomo
Featuring

■>=....

NwtetWr21
/- ~>M^«MMC^;::

7:30,10:00

AndyFMffii
WekandDMe"
anaSeottWiliams

No»«btr21 *pm FREE! CkandUrHal

THE GRADUATE

2:00,7:30,10:00

Wfhmki

n&*m H.7S|Mi

ROBBIN
THOMPSON
BAND
Friday December 5
O Dill WlBOfl NM

NMQHIBOf 2$

*3«/IP MgMtAati*

7:30 & 10:00
G/S Theater

HcMs 90on Safe Monday Nw 24
aHheUPBoffiee

POSITION AVARAWE
Concert Committee rosHion is now awiwbte. Al intefosfod ptfSMS
aftfc/ wHhin fhe UP8 office. DeaAne December 1
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It's out there if you really want it
Surprises, bargains, friends and records await the novice collector
By BRYAN POWELL
He rises at six a.m. Saturday for a
140-mile drive, so that he will be one of
the first people at the convention.
During the day, he will thumb through
thousands of old used items to
perhaps find about seven or eight he
likes. He will meet with others at the
convention to talk about similar interests and to trade addresses and
want lists. During the return drive, he
•"'Ji marvel at the success^ bjs,:*-1-^
So goes the life of a recordcollectbr.
While retail record sales have
dipped sharply recently, the hobby of
record collecting is booming. Each
weekend at record conventions all
over the United States, collectors and
dealers congregate to buy, sell and
trade an endless variety of records.
RECORD
COLLECTING
magazines, the most notable of which
is "Goldmine," provide collectors
with a common marketplace for
making transactions. The publishers
of the "Osborne Hamilton Recor-i
Price Guide" are now in the process
of producing the seventh price guide
in a series which has become the
standard for record collector's price
setting. (Most of the prices quoted in
this article came from one of those
guides.)
When I took that mid—morning
sojourn to Richmond a year ago, it
was my first major step into serious
record collecting. That trip has led to
transactions with collectors and
companies in every corner of the
United States, including California,
Idaho, New York, Florida, Connecticut, Texas, New Jersey, as well
as Great Britain, Canada, France and
Israel. The fact that I am only a
relatively small scale collector shows
that this hobby has gained world-wide
acceptance and response. During the
past year, I have amassed a large
quantity of album and "45" collectors
items (Chuck Berry being my
favorite) and have come to understand and appreciate record
collecting more than ever before.
To discuss this topic, it is necessary
to attempt to define "record collector." Certainly not everyone who
owns a record is a record collector.
Your typical music fan who strolls
into Music-la nd to buy the latest Top 40
release would hardly be considered a
serious collector.

%

NO, RECORD collecting involves
much more. It can be consuming,
expensive and unnecessary in the
view of those not involved. However,
it can reap great benefits in terms of
enjoyment and finances, if handled
properly.
Collectors get together at conventions and through other means to
advance their collections and to share
common interests with other
collectors and traders. As with other
hobbies, a major aspect of record
collecting is the sense of community
which develops from dealing with
people with similar interests. Record
collectors also enjoy searching for
unique, desirable items. This
challenge is the most important
aspect of this hobby. If it was easy, it
wouldn't be nearly as interesting.
Some examples of unique items
include the album "Introducing the.
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outlets or private collectors is surprisingly safe and hassle free. Private
collectors, in particular, seem to have
a common trust, which, for whatever
reason, is rarely betrayed. In looking
for hard-to-find items, it also pays to
write to record companies for information or catalogs, since many
records unavailable at stores may
still be obtained directly from the
manufacturer. When a collector
employs all of these possible sources
and has a little patienceje^an find
almost anything.
TWO OF the most important
aspects of the >$bby of record
collecting are the challenge of finding
hard-to-get, unusual records and the
comraderie which exists between
collectors. These factors, when
combined with the intangible
magnetism of Elvis Presley, and the
endless amoung of Presley material
recorded, have spawned what could
aptly be called "the Elvis
phenomenon."
Since his death in 1977, Elvis
Presley record collecting has become
a major factor in the hobby. Consequently, incredible quantities of
previously unissued material from
throughout Presley's career have
been released on countless lables.
Presley's releases on the RCA label,
especially the "EP's" (seven inch 45's
usually containing four songs) have
become very valuable.
The most valuable Presley record,
and indeed the most valuable record
in the world, is an Elvis interview EP
issued by "TV Guide" in 1956. Its
estimated value is $3500. It quickly
becomes obvious, from a practical
and financial standpoint, that it is
next to impossible to have a complete
Elvis collection.

Beatles" (Vee Jay 1062), which has
approximate values ranging from $7
to $135, depending upon the issue,
whether it is mono or stereo and other
variations. Chuck Berry's original
albums are worth about $25, while

collectors, or to anyone for that
matter, it and its cover must be
preserved in the best possible condition. Record collectors have a
standard grading system which
categorizes records as either mint,

' While retail record tale* have dipped sharply,
the hobby of collecting is booming'
later pressings are worth only one
third of that price. Most collectors
seek the original copy of any given
record.
MANY OTHER factors contribute
to the price values of a record. Two of
these (brace yourself, this sounds like
economics) are scarcity and demand.
Scarcity, or rarity, simply involves
the quantity or copies released of any
given
record.
For
example,
"Frampton Comes Alive!," which
sold over 13 million copies, will
probably never be rare. The
availability of a record influences its
value, as does demand. If a performer
is popular then his records will be
more sought after than those of a less
well-liked performer. The more a
record is sought, the more it will cost.
A final essential factor Is the importance of the record's condition.
For a m record, to, be, valuable t Jo

very good, fair or poor.
The value of a record is reduced 50
to 75 percent if it is in less than very
good condition. Obviously, a record
which is scarce, in demand and in
good condition will be extremely
valuable.
THERE IS an endless variety of
sources for collectors searching for
hard-to-find records. Retail stores,
like Harrisonburg's Musicland and
Blue Mountain Records, do fairly
well, but collectors must also consider
used record shops or even yard sales.
The aforementioned "Goldmine" is
the ultimate source, and mail order
houses and other private collectors
may also be used. Many private
collectors can be reached at record
conventions, through an extensive
directory which is in each of the price
guides or through "Goldmine".
Ordering .from, either .mail, order

FOLLOWING THE Elvis craze in
terms of demand are the Beatles,
whose records range in value up to
$500. Of course, most carry considerably lower price tags. Beyond
these artists, no one is close.
Prospective collectors shouldn't be
discouraged by these awsome
numbers, for they are at the most
costly end of the price spectrum. Most
record values fall into a much more
reasonable range. Also, records
which are now available in stores may
go out of print in the future. A record
which is out of print is one which is no
longer being pressed by the
manufacturer and therefore becomes
unavailable by retail means. At that
point, the record's value will start to
increase, so buying the right record at
the right time could one day be very
profitable, even for the smallest of
collectors.
Aside from the financial aspects of
this hobby, there are others to consider. In comparison with other
hobbies such as card, stamp and coin
collecting or even beer can collecting,
record collecting rises above.
Records reflect more accurately the
history and the mood of any given
period than other collectibles. They
also allow the collector to put his rare
item on a turntable and to enjoy good
music. Why is this important to us?
Well, anyone passing by JMU on a
warm, breezy day knows that we
co»ege students enjoy good music.
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Dukes' schedule

Na tionalpo wers highligh t rig oro us sia te

By RICH AMACHER
Seven teams that participated in the
NCAA post-season tournament and
two that competed in the NIT
highlight James Madison University's
1980-81 basketball schedule, which
easily is the Dukes' toughest in eight
seasons of competition.
Included in this lineup are in-state
powers Old Dominion University, the
University of Virginia, Virginia
Commenwealth
University
and
Virginia Tech.
Rounding out the list are Big Eight
runner-up St. John's University, Ivy
League champion the University of
Pennsylvania, the Big Sky conference
winner Weber State College and
Southwestern threat Texas A & M
University.
The Dukes will battle these teams
with a roster including eight players
that either are sophomores or freshman. "This is the youngest team
we've ever had playing the most
difficult schedule we've ever played,"
Coach Lou Campanelli said. "In the
top three or four weeks we could play

expected to add depth off the bench.
He averaged seven-and-a-half points
a game last year and must be as
consistent this season to give JMU the
competitive edge it needs.
STANDING SIX-FOOT-eight and
weighing 235 pounds, sophomore Dan
Ruland clogs up a lot of room in the
middle, but Ruland must do more
than that to replace Stielper.
"Dan needs to be more consistent
on offense, and needs to provide us
with the inside scoring and rebounding ability," Campenelli said. "He's
going to be playing against some
outstanding collegiate centers and his
defensive ability is going to be
tested."
Providing additional strength at the
forward position are junior Joe
Bounicontri and sophomore Bob
Donohoe. Bounicontri, who did not
make the Dukes' 1979-80 squad, is
another horse in the same build as
Ruland.
^T
Donohoe, by contrast, carries 195
pounds on his 6-foot-8 frame and.

'This is the youngest team we've ever had playing
the most difficult schedule we've ever played.'
three teams in the top 15 in the
country."
MISSING FROM this year's team is
Steve Stielper, who completed his
career as JMU's all-time leading
scorer and rebounder. With Stielper
absent from the lineup, the Dukes
enter the season without an
established scoring leader.
However, JMU returns several key
players, including 6-foot-6 junior
toward Linton Townes. Early last
season, Townes appeared to be
developing into the Dukes' next major
offensive weapon, averaging 14.6
points in 10 games. But academic
difficulties cut his season 16 games
short.
Junior Steve Blackmon returns at
power forward where he earned
honors as JMU's Most Valuable Offensive Player a year ago. The 6-foot-4
Blackmon compiled a nine points per
game average, while pulling down six
rebounds a contest. He also led the
team in steals with 38.
Team captain Tyrone Shoulders is

according to Campanelli, is considered a key reserve^
Senior guard Chip Rosenberg is
expected to see more action this
season after spending most of his
career on the sidelines.
JMU's "big men" are mediocre
which is why the Dukes' must rely on
the quickness and speed of their
sophomore guards Charles Fisher and
David Dupont.
CAMPANELLI'S GAME PLAN
calls for both Dupont and Fisher to
contribute more offensively.
"Dupont and Fisher both assumed
key roles last year," Campanelli said.
"Dupont is just a smooth basketball
player and he's not going to be a
blazer out there. He just plays with
his head and his heart and with just
good savy. I think David understands
his role now and will be a more
productive scorer."
Fisher will take over at the point
guard position so the Dukes' can
capitalize on his shooting ability,
Campanelli noted.
"We don't have the muscle. We just
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CHARLES FISHER win be directing
the Dukes" offense for the time being.

Here. Fisher ran the delay game
against Old Dominion at the Scope.

STEVE BLACKMON drives for the
hoop during JMU's international
have to play good solid basketball and
utilize the little bit of additional
quickness that we have. The thing I do
think we will have is the good shooting
team," he added.
JMU experiences its first major test
when the Dukes travel to Jamaica,
N.Y. during the Thanksgiving break
to participate in the Lapchick
Memorial Tournament hosted by St.
John's University.
THE DUKES' RULAND is saddled
with the responsibility of defending
against St. John's Wayne McKoy.
McKoy. at (i-foot-8 and 225 pounds,
ranks 15th on the Redmen's all-time
scoring list and accumulated a 14
point average in his junior season.
In the second round JMU either will
meet Weber State or the University of
Pennsylvania.
On the shuttle back to Harrisonburg
the Dukes won't have much time to
analyze how close they are to national
prominence, when they host back-toback exhibitions against Salisbury
State College and West Virginia Tech.
ALSO APPEARING on the schedule
are home and away feasts with the
University of Baltimore and Towson
State University. Add three more
contests with charitable foes North
Carolina Wesleyan, Rider College and
Liberty Baptist College and the Dukes
should win at least nine of their 26
ballgames.
That leaves 17 contests against
some respectable basketball teams.
During Christmas break JMU invades Blacksburg, Va. and meets the
University of Pittsburgh in the first
round of the Virginia Tech Classic.
Then comes a fateful date with the
University of Virginia, Dec. 30th. This
date surely is circled on the Cav's
Ralph Sampson's calender. The

game of a year ago.
Harrisonburg native revisits a former
site of many spectacular performances.
ONCE PAST VIRGINIA, the Dukes
play away at George Mason
University, then host the Patriots
during mid-season. The Pats gave
JMU some problems last season,
refusing to give up. but finally bowing
68-66.
The University of Richmond is on
the agenda for a home match Jan 10
and the Dukes will get a chance to
avenge last year's 64-50 loss in Richmond. The Spiders are led by 6-foot-5
senior forward Mike Perry and 6-foot6 junior guard John Schweitz.
IN-STATE RIVAL, the College of
William and Mary, appears twice on
this season's slate. JMU captured a
pair of three-point victories from the
Indians a year ago.
The Tribe returns a strong unit, led
by junior guard Billy Barnes. Barnes
racked up an 11.7 points a game
average and topped the squad in
rebounding and steals with 112 and 54,
respectively.
ECAC rival Old Dominion visits
JMU Jan 31. The Dukes have lost their
last three meetings with the
Monarchs and the possibility of ending the trend does not look better this
season.
The Big Blue Machine lost only .two
veterans from last year's 25-5 squad
that fell to UCLA in the first round of
the NCAA tournament.
The emotionally packed rivalry
with Virginia Commonwealth continues when the Dukes travel to Richmond Jan. 26th and host the Rams
Feb. 12th.
^
Culminating the list of reputable
opponents is a home date with the U.S.
Naval Academy, Jan. 28.

Reversal likely for JMU
after rare losing season
Bv .lEFK M( KI.KS
A tier struggling through a losing season for
only ?he second time in 10 years, the James
Madison University Duchesses' basketball
team believes it has past the rebuilding stage.
The loss of only one starter to graduation last
year and several significant reversals in team
policy have given Coach Betty Jaynes what she
believes is a "firm foundation" to rank the
Duchesses as one of the top contenders for the
VAIAW championship.
Also vying for top honors in the state will be
Virginia Tech, the University of Virginia and
Old Dominion University's Lady Monarchs,
the reigning two-time state and national
champions who currently rank number two in
the country.
Sophomore guard .Judy Baumgardner is
optimistic about this year, "I can see so much
difference as opposed to last year," she said.
"It's just a special feeling when we're on the
court, because we all feel so confident with the
basketball."
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CATHY HANRAHAN is one of three seniors on the Duchesses'
squad.

JAYNES COMMENTED, "My coaching is a
little different this year. We try to put the
element of pressure into every situation at
practice. I no longer say, 'play dummy
defense.' Now every shot or pass is under total
pressure."
A deciding factor on JMU's success may be
its ability to improve field goal and free throw
percentages.
JMU trailed the state in both categories last
year. "That's the biggest liability at this
point," Jaynes said. "We shot the ball more
times than any team we played last year, but
they just didn't fall into the basket."
Of the Duchesses' strong points, Jaynes said,
"Our biggest improvement will be experience.
Last year, we were young and had so many
people trying to learn the system.
"THIS YEAR they're stronger and their

confidence level has tripled over what it was,"
she continued.
Three returning seniors will highlight the
Duchesses' roster this season as tri-captains.
Filling the three positions are 5-fqot-9 forward-guard Cathy Hanrahan, who led JMU
with 1K9 rebounds last season; forward Kathy
Railey, 5-foot-ll, who was the team leader with
a 44.9 field goal percentage in 1979-80, and 5foot-nine forward Anne Sonoga. who paced the
Duchesses with a 12.4 scoring average last
season.
Praising her seniors, Jaynes noted, "All
three have the capacity to unify the team. They
have been together for a long'time andhave a
sincere interest in the well-being of the team as
a whole."
Expressing her ideas concerning JMU's shot
at the state title, Hanrahan said. "We've got a
strong team from number one through 11.
Welre very balanced, but one of the major
things we'll have to do is decrease our number
of turnovers and dumb plays
In addition to the three seniors, juniors
Donna Firebaugh and Barrie Grice are expected to aid the Duchesses' attack
FIREBAUGH, A a 6-foot-l center, is a
physical player and averaged 11 points and 7.3
rebounds during the final four games last year.
Grice, at 5-foot-2. played only an average 19
minutes per game in 1979-80 but still averaged
6.4 points. Her greatest contribution is her
outside shooting ability.
Sophomores are Baumgardner, said to be a
"good ballhandler," and Sandy Kay, a 5-foot-4
guard who likes to shoot outside the key. Lori
Marsden. a 5-foot-lO forward, played with
Hanrahan and Railey at Holy Cross and was a
three-year starter on a squad that compiled an
83-1 record.
Donna Meadows rounds out the sophomores.
A 6-foot center, Meadows set a single game
field goal percentage record by hitting nine of
10 shots versus Norfolk State last year.

Round-Robin
Duchesses host North Carolina, Florida in opening action

By DANNY FINNEGAN
The
James
Madison
University women's
basketball team opens its
season today in the first-ever
JMU Round-Robin Weekend.
Competing in the tournament along with the
Duchesses will be the
University of Florida and the
University of North Carolina.
The round-robin begins with
North Carolina and Florida
playing tonight. Tomorrow
night the Duchesses open their
season against the Gators and
then challenge the Tar Heels
on Sunday. There will be no

They should be in the top 20."
Last year Florida was 10-19
while Carolina was 21-15.
Jaynes said the Duchesses
could win both games if they
play well but admitted,
"Winning two would get us off
in the right direction, but this
tournament won't make or
break us."
Originally, the University of
Conneticut was to be the
fourth team in the field,
however there was a coaching
change at Conneticut during
the summer and the new
coach decided to withdraw
from the tournament.

four-day competition. There is
nothing definite yet but it
would be a big boost to our
program."
According to Jaynes, JMU
has contacted teams like
North
Carolina
State
University, the University of
Georgia, Memphis State

University and the University
of California-Berkeley.
The Duchesses will have the
opportunity to give their
reputation a solid lift after the
initial tournament when they
travel to Norfolk, Va. Nov 26
to battle the Lady Monarchs of
Old Dominion University.

ODU is the two time defending
national women's basketball
champion.
Gone from that cham
pionship team, however is tht
nucleus of Nancy Lieberman
and Inge Nissen. Both are now
playing professionally.

'Winning two would
get us off in the right direction, but
this tournament won't make or break us*
tournament champion.
JMU Coach Betty Jaynes
analyzed JMU's opening
opponent, "I really don't know
too much about Florida, but I
do know they are one of the
better teams in their Division
I region. I would rate them
even with us."
AS FOR North Carolina,
Jaynes commented, "They
are perenially one of the top
squads in our region. They are
big, aggressive, play strong
defense and can run the fast
break as well as any team we
play, besides Old Dominion

"We've been having a
tournament here since 1973
and when Conneticut pulled
out we called every school in
the country trying to get a
fourth team," Jaynes said.
"When we didn't get anyone,
we decided to go with the
three-teamround-robin
because we did not want to
lose two home games and
Carolina and Florida still
wanted to play."
JAYNES SAID JMU would
like to expand its own tournament. "Next year we are
hoping to.have an eight-team,

AT 5-FOOT-9, Anne Sonoga was JMU's leading
scorer in 1979-80 with, a 12.4, ayerage, She is »..
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a senior forward who will likely start again this
year.fpr .tfa-.Duchesses,.
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ANDRE GADDY of George Mason can be a dominating player at
times. He will key the Patriots' effort to rebuild the basketball
program this saeson under first year Coach Joe Harrington.
Gaddy is a 6-foot-lu native of Brooklyn, NY.

Old Dominion University places two of its
starters on The Breeze's Pre-Season All
ECAC-Southern Division Team. Junior
forward Ronnie McAdoo leads the Monarch
contingent into the 1980-81 season and is
joined on the team by sophomore point
guard Grant Robinson.
Center Andre Gaddy of George Mason
University and Ail-American forward Mike
Perry of the University of Richmond
comprise the remainder of the front line on
this Eastern College Athletic Conference
all-star squad.
».
The College of William and Mary's Billy
Barnes occupies the guard slot opposite
Robinson.
The team was selected from the rosters of
all 11 members of the ECAC-South and an
effort was made to choose a group that could
actually mesh together and play as a team.
Cor example, two shooting guards were not
ilected because of the need for a point
guard to direct the offense.
Final decisions on the team were made by
the sports editors of The Breeze.
i
Andre Gaddy. center. George Mason. This
6-foot-lO senior is somewhat of a mystery.
When Gaddy comes to play, he can be
devastating on both the offensive and
defensive ends of Ihe floor. However, at
times Gaddy appears lazy and uninspired.

When Gaddy comes to play
he Can be devastating

AT RICHMOND. Mike Perry It the man. Barring Injury he will
becaate the Spiders' att-thae leading scerer m IMMi. According
la Caaeh Leu Goeta; Perry guards Ihe opponents' tap offensive
threat and still scores 20 a game.

The suspicion here is that Gaddy will
produce for new Patriot coach Joe
Harrington or find himself on the bench. "I
haven't seen films of Andre from last year,
so I really can't comment on if he is inconsistent," Harrington said. "But this is a
new year and I certainly expect a lot from
Andre."
Gaddy led George Mason in scoring and
rebounding last year with 18.5 points and
10.3 rebounds per game. He also shot 56
percent from the field.
The center slot was the most competitive
position on the team. Senior Joe Schoen of
Saint Francis College averaged more than
13 rebounds per game last season and is the
nation's leading returning rebounder.
However, his offensive skills are
questionable.
Old Dominion's Mark West is only a
sophomore but has the potential to become a
dominating player underneath. At 6-foot-lO,
West needs to add to his 195-pound frame.
Against JMU in Godwin Hall last season.
West probably played the best game of his
brief career.
If West can dominate the backboards as
be did that night and also make a significant
contribution on offense, the Monarchs may
waltz through the conference.

BILLY BARNES provides William and Mall
with a variety of skills. As a point guard li |
season, he led the Indians in rebound!! r
Grant Kobinsoi*jj» point guard, 01
Dominion. Robinson started 29 of 30 game
as a freshman last year as the Monarch
advanced to the National Collegiate Alhletif
Association Tournament before beir
eliminated by UCLA in the first round. On I
team that included* McAdoo and Ronnu!
Valentine, Robinson was not expected
score, however, he did hand out 138 assist
He had more playing minutes on
Monarch team than everyone exc
McAdoo and Valentine. His only apparog
weakness was his ability to consistently Aj
the perimeter jumper as Robinson shotB
poor 42.2 percent from the floor.
„
>on £_
When informed of Robinson's selection
M
the team's point guard. PaekhiH saB '
"Without a doubt."
|h

)

1*3

\South
Team*
<)DU lands two on squad

34-point explosion against Old Dominion
and a 25 point performance against William
and Mary. He earned All-Tournament
honors at the Richmond Times Dispatch
Tournament and the Citrus Classic.
Against JMU last season. Perry pumped
in 16 points in the Spiders 64-50 triumph at
Robbins Center. For the season he shot 53.8
percent from the floor.
Coach Lou Goetz said, "Mike is outstanding in all respects. He guards the
oppositions' top offensive threat and still
scores 20 a game."
Ronnie McAdoo, forward, Old Dominion.
The cousin of professional
basketball's

Barnes was the surprise
selection of the group

RONNIE MCADOO is the heir apparent to the now departed
Ronnie Valentine as Old Dominion's leading scorer and
rebounder. He is now suffering from a knee ailment.

Bob McAdoo may become a more complete
player than his kin. This 6-foot-6 junior
averaged 14.4 points and 7.3 rebounds last
year while starting opposite All-American
Ronnie Valentine.
Valentine is gone now and McAdoo undoubtedly will become a more dominant
force on offense. Coach Paul Webb said,
"We will definitely look for McAdoo to pick
up the slack now that Valentine is gone."
Like Perry at the other forward slot,
McAdoo was virtually a consensus choice.
McAdoo is the consummate power player,
he pounds the boards and is physical on
defense.
According to Coach Paul Webb, McAdoo
currently is recovering from a knee injury
but should be ready to open the season.
teals. He also managed to be the
g scorer on the Tribe. Barnes will
moved back to swing guard this
I were not any other real contenders
osition, only to say the ECAC-South
jest offensive general when Virginia
nweaith University joined the Sun
inference. Edmund Sherod is a
>layer.
i

Perry, forward, Richmond. An
>le Mention All-American last
Perry has been the Spiders' leading
since his rookie year. He was virin automatic pick to the team and
Idly so.
I needs just 359 points in his senior
x-i'ome Richmond's all-time leading
I At 6-foot-5, Perry also led the
i in rebounding in 1979-80.
' highlighted his junior year with a

Billy Barnes, guard, William and Mary. The
surprise selection of the group, this junior
contributes in a variety of ways to the Indians' cause. Barnes was a swing guard his
freshman year before being moved to the
point in 1979-80.
Coach Bruce Parkhill expects to shift
Barnes back to the swing slot this season. At
the point, Barnes led William and Mary in
rebounding (unheard of for a point man)
and steals, in addition to being the Indians'
second leading scorer.
The 6-foot 4-inch Adelphi, Md. native does
not possess great speed or quickness but is a
solid player. Parkhill called Barnes "a
deceptive player who makes up for a lack of
speed with great hands and intelligence."
Barnes was selected as an alternative to
choosing three forwards. The one player
considered for the spot was Linton Townes
of James Madison University.
Townes certainly has more raw talent
than Barnes but it remains to be seen if he
can return from bis one.year absence

AGAIN DIRECTING the Monarch offease will fee urani noonson Seen here ta the NCAA Twnamt against UCLA, RafebkMa
will attempt !• guMe OOU hack mto p«t-seas*ii phy.

Campanelli
'When I first came here, we had to knock
doors do wn to get players to come here'
My DANNY KINNEGAN
In his nine years at James Madison
University, his teams have compiled
a record of 144-64 and have never had
a season worse than 16-10. His teams
have gone to Division II NCAA
playoffs twice, and two of his players
were drafted.
This impressive record belongs to
JMU head basketball coach Lou
Campanelli.
Campanelli has been coaching
basketball for 20 years, and he has
been playing since he was a child.
Basketball is his life, he explained.
. "I live and love basketball, and we
look for players here that have the
same feelings," Campanelli said.
"We have a sign in our locker room
that says, 'you gotta love it," and
that's the way we play."
Before coaching at JMU, Campanelli was an assistant coach at the
University of Rhode Island for three
years, freshman coach at University
Bridgeport (Pa.) for two years and a
high school coach for seven more. He
played two years at Pansor College, a
private physical education school in
East Orange, N. J.
WHEN CAMPANELLI arrived in
1971, JMU did not offer scholarships
for basketball and was participating
in the National Collegiate Athletic
Association's College Division. This
was the year the Dukes compiled a 1610 record—the team's worst under
Campanelli.
The NCAA reconstructed its
divisions the next season, and JMU
was placed in Division II. More importantly, JMU started recruiting
players, and the Dukes got their first
blue chip player in Sherman Dillard.
It was no coincidence that the
Dukes made the Division II playoffs
two of the next three years.

However, in 1976, JMU jumped to
Division I. "I was glad to see us advance," Campanelli said, "but in a
way it was too bad. We could have
been a national power at Division II,
and now that we've advanced so far,
so quickly, people expect us to keep
advancing at the same pace. This is
unrealistic, of course."
IN C'AMPANELLI'S four seasons at
Division I, the team has become the
only school in NCAA history to move
from Division II to Division I and have
four straight seasons with more than
17 victories.
While the program has progressed
with Campanelli as coach, he looks to
the future as yet another growing
period. "We have reached the midmajor college level of basketball, and
we may level out here for a while. It's
not a bad place to level out though.
"Our program has come a long way
in a short time," he added, "It may
take a while to move up to the next
level, major college basketball. We
are definitely moving in the right
direction, though."
Campanelli indicated that the
Dukes' tougher schedule will help
with recruiting. "To have a good team
you need to recruit good players," he
said, "and to recruit the big players,
you need a good reputation, which
JMU is gaining.
"WHEN I first came here, we had to
knock doors down to get players to
come here. But then we got players
like Dillard and Pat Dosh. a 2,000point scorer in Steve Stielper, and we
beat some name schools. These things
built up, and the recruiting started
getting a little easier.
"Now we are competing against big
schools like Virginia and Virginia
Tech, so it gets a little harder,"

Campanelli explained.
The Dukes mentor claimed the
construction of the new basketball
facility will also aid in the development of the team. "Godwin Hall has
been a great place to play; we've won
something like 88 percent of our
games there, but we've outgrown it,"
he noted.
Campanelli added, "Having the
new facility also helps in recruiting.
When you recruit someone, a big part
of it is playing on his ego. He wants to
see where he is going to play, envision
himself performing in front of the
crowd."
Since the team is now dropping out
of the ECAC, Campanelli stressed
that the Dukes needs to get into
another conference. "Being an independent is nowheresville, unless
you're a super power like Notre Dame
or Marquette," he said. "All our
progress will be stalled if we don't get
into a conference."
Fan support is the most critical
challenge the program faces, according to Campanelli. "If we are
going to play at the major college
level, then we need major college
level support from the students. For
instance, when tickets are available
to the students for the U.Va. game, all
1,000 should be gone within a matter of
hours," he said.'
"EVEN THOUGH the game is
being played over the Christmas
holidays, we have enough students
within a two-hour radius to support
us. After all, the game is one of the
biggest in our history. If we don't get
at least 1,000 students, it will be like
playing an away game at home, and
we don't need that playing against a
team like U.Va.," Campanelli added.
In 21 years of coaching, Campanelli
has developed a certain philosophy.

Campanelli
"It is a very simple one," he ex
plained. "It consists of playing as
team instead of five individuals. Wher.
I started, I stressed defense, but now i
am evenly concerned with offense anc
defense.
"Defense is a foundation, it should!
be constant so that when youi
shooting is off, your defense is still
there."
WHEN ASKED if he would like to]
move up in the coaching ranks,
Campanelli replied, "When I came
here I wanted to build a program and
prove my coaching ability, and I feel
I've accomplished both, although the
program almost built itself. I like it
here very much, and I think the
program is still on the way up."
He added, "A coach, like any other
professional, is always looking to
improve himself. I must say, that for
the time being, I'm perfectly happy
here and have enjoyed working with
President Carrier and Dean Ehlers,
who have been nothing but helpful."

Prediction

Rulandkey to season
By TIM HALL
How can a team that lost its all-time career
leading scorer and rebounder to graduation,
plays the toughest schedule in the school's
history, and has no returning player or
newcomer taller than 6-foot-8 possibly improve
on the previous season's record?
It can't. And that just about sums up the 198081 basketball season for Lou Companelli's
James Madison University Dukes.
With Steve Stielper now bouncing basketballs in Europe instead of Godwin Hall, the
Dukes are in dire need of offensive production
this season. The top returning scorer is Steve
Blackmon. who until now always has been
thought of as a defensive stalwart, not an offensive threat, so obviously JMU will need
production from other areas this season.

Phot* ky criarl*i A. Fail*

JMU CENTER Dan Ruland will compete against the likes of
Wayne McKoy and Ralph Sampson in 1980-81.

IT IS GOOD to have more than one player
involved in the offense, and in the past the
offense always was funneled to Stielper.
Perhaps this year we will see a little "sharing
of the wealth" and more creativity on offense
from Campanelli, enabling other Dukes to
show what offensive capabilities they have.
The players benefiting the most from getting
the ball more would seem to be Lint on Townes
and Charles Fisher. Each has the ability to
create a shot on his own, which is not always
allowed in Campanelli's paint-by-number
offense.
Perhaps if the offense was less regimented
we could see some players start to shine that
haven't before.
However, the offense is not the key to a
successful season. The key to improvement

will be the play of center Dan Ruland.
IT IS IMPORTANT that Ruland be kept il
the game as long as possible, mainly becaus
there is absolutely no one behind him. In fac
on the pre-season roster there was only or
other player besides Ruland listed as a cente
and that was Jeff Bryant, who was eventuall
cut.
Considering Ruland's propensity for foul
plus the fact that he will be facing some of th
top centers in the nation (Rudy Woods, Ralp
Sampson and Wayne McKoy to name a few
the Dukes could be in for a long season in th
pivot.
*■
Often a coaching staff tries to recruit to fill
void such as the Dukes have at center. Wil
that in mind, JMU signed two forwards an
two guards for this season, although at lea
two of the newcomers are being counted on
play quite a bit this season.
THEY ARE POINT guards Troy Keys ar
Derek Steele. Still, the fact remains that no <
was brought in to back up Ruland, and the tw
best recruits play one of the more stab!
positions on the team.
Even if the Dukes improve, their recon
probably won't indicate it. With a schedule tha
includes St. John's University, Weber Stab
College, University of Pittsburgh, Texas A&M
Virginia Tech and the University of Virginia
all before Christmas, it is extremely unlikel;
that JMU will improve on last season's 18-1
slate.
A .500 record should be considered a su
cessful season.
'•

Jaynes molds philosophy
to coincide with personnel
By DAVE FACINOLI
Betty Jaynes came to
James Madison University.as
a gymnastics teacher 12 years
ago. Two years later she took
the job as women's basketball
coach at JMU, a sport she had
never coached before.
Now with the start of the
season only a day away,
Jaynes prepares for her 10th
year at the healm of the
women's basketball program
here. Although Jaynes played
basketball in high school she
never had any previous
coaching experience other
than clinics she attended.
In her playing days, Jaynes
played guard on what then
was a four-man team. In those
days the guards played
defense and were not permitted to cross the half court
line. As a result, Jaynes said
in her first few years of
coaching she stressed defense
more than offense.
"The first year here our
offense was
freelance,"
Jaynes said, adding that now
her philosophy has changed.
"Sometimes I may change
coaching philosophies from
year to year because of the
personnel on hand."
FOR THE LAST two years
the Duchesses played the

same style of offense but this
year the style will change
again. This year's team will
have options for everyone to
score, according to Jaynes,
who explained, "I like to work
an offense around all five
players on the court."
Pam Wiegardt became
Jaynes' first assistant coach
three years ago and now
controls much of the team's
defensive strategy.

really what has grown since
Jaynes began her playing
days. In 1963 there were only
two or three Southern colleges
with women's basketball,
Jaynes recalled. "Now it is
hard to find a school without
one."
"The skill level also has
changed a lot through the
years," Jaynes said. "With
the addition of the 30 second
clock it has made the game

'When I came to JMU the women's
games were at 3:30 and there would be
only five or six people in the stands
. Jaynes has seen the game
change a lot during the last 20
years. When she played in
high school the women's and
men's
teams
traveled
together. The women would
play at 7 p.m. and the men
would play later.
"It was not uncommon to
ha ve 2,500 people in the stands
to watch the women play,"
Jaynes said. "When I came to
JMU the women's games
^wereat 3:30 (p.m.) and there
would be only five or six
people in the stands."
THE COLLEGE GAME is

quicker and harder to coach.
Sometimes if a team has a
multi-defense it makes it
tough to get a shot off in
time."
Jaynes believes the JMU
women's basketball program
will grow in the next few
years. "We have a beautiful
campus in a .mountainous
area and if we can get recruits
here we have a shot at them,"
Jaynes claimed.
THE ASPECT Jaynes most
enjoys about coaching watching the players progress. "I
would get out of the profession
if I didn't enjoy working with
the players," she said.
As for the future Jaynes
would like to move into an
administration position if she
ever stops coaching. "I would
like to have a job after this one
where I could work for the
promotion
of
women's
sports," she said.

wwto by Charm A. Pail*

BETTY JAYNES b entering her 10th year as women's head
basketball coach at JMU and her teams have had only two losing
seasons. The Duchesses mentor claims her philosophy on
coaching has changed. Jaynes said. "Sometimes I may change
coaching philosophies from year to year because of the personnel
on hand." Originally a gymnastics coach. Jaynes took the
basketball job at then Madison College with no previous
basketball coaching experience. According to Jaynes. it is the
college programs in women's basketball that have had the
stongest growth.

Fan support lacking for women
By TRICIA FISCHETTI
"I wish for the girls' sake that more people
would come to their games," the co-captain of
the James Madison University cheerleaders
said, "because they are some damn good
basketball players."
Monty Cornell was commenting on the lack
of support he feels students give the women's
basketball team. "It's hard to get the enthusiasm up because of the small crowd," he
said, "but the games are just as exciting."
Duchesses' head coach Betty Jaynes commented. "Our game-to-game attendance has
not been what I'd like it to be. And a good
crowd really helps the players get into a
game."
Senior guard-forward Cathy Hanrahan
added, "We would like some more support.
Even though a lot of the getting up for each
game is within our own team, the noise of a
crowd really helps, especially during a close
game."

AT ONLY S-foot-2 Barrie Grice's major contribution t
the Duchesses Is her outside shooting ability.

WHILE NO RECORDS of last season's attendance at the Duchesses' games were kept,
Hanrahan estimated that attendance was from
400-500 per game. Sports Information records
indicate that average attendance at the mens'
home games is about 3,000—some 60 percent
capacity of Godwin Hall.
"Even though we may have had only 400500." she said, "it sometimes seemed like
more." Most of their opponents have larger
gymnasiums, she explained, and their crowds
often seem smaller because of the larger environment.
Jaynes said attendance at the Duchesses'
home games is usually equal to or better than
attendance at their opponents' games. According to sports information figures from'
Virginia Tech, estimated home game attendance for their womens' games is only 100.

Attendance at Virginia Commonwealth
University's women's games averages 200-300,
according to sports information there.
AT OLD DOMINION University, however,
the Lady Monarchs brought in a crowd of about
3.000 for each home game last season.
"A lot of their support first began when they
signed Nancy Lieberman off the
Olympic
team." Hanrahan said. "Her style appealed to
the crowds. Now. they're a good team and
everyone knows them."
Jaynes commented that ODU's publicity in
the Tidewater area has helped to "jack up
their attendance."
"They've developed a following," she
continued, "because of their talent and
because they bring in the best teams in the
country." The Lady Monarchs' record last
season was 37-1.
Senior forward Kathy Railey said that when
the Duchesses travel to Norfolk to play ODU,
as they will Nov. 26, it is an entirely different
atmosphere in which to play "If we get a big
crowd at our home games, it's only when we
play a big team," she said. "At ODU, it was so
weird to play in front of all those people.
"I WISH MORE people would come to our
games." Railey said. "When I get some friends
to a game, they'll always come back."
The fact that the women's team attracts
fewer spectators may be a carry-over from
high school athletics, according to Jaynes.
"Students may not have supported the girls'
teams then, so they aren't used to going to the
games," she explained.
Jaynes believes a large percentage of people
have never seen a women's basketball game.
While acknowledging that the women play a
different type of game than the men, she said,
"we have our own characteristics to make it a
delight to watch."

f--
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Two rookie cagers signed
JMU gains tallest woman player in school history;
local talent contributes shooting skills at guard
Bv MARTHA STKVKNS
At 6-foot-3. Monica Keiser is Ihe tallest
women's basketball player ever signed by
James Madison University Keiser and guard
Betsy Blose are the only two freshmen to make
the Duchesses' roster this year.
Blose and Keiser bring respective AllDistrict high school honors, as well as other
basketball assets, to JMl' s program, according to head coach Betty Jaynes.
Keiser's height is.expected to give JMU
added depth at center, something they haven't
hiid before
"She will add a new dimension to our team.''
Jaynes said. "Monica is a good rebounder and
a good baseline passer
Jaynes' hopes for Keiser's gradual adjustment to the team and to its competition are
reflected by the center. "I have to adjust to
taller competition. I never played against
anyone taller than six feet.'' Keiser said.

*T
S
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Keiser .

Class of '84

ALTERNATING between the point and wing
guard positions. Blose is a local talent from
Montevideo High School. She joins the team
with a strong background in shooting and ballhandling. Jaynes noted.
Blose s shooting ability is well-documented
by the fact that she was the only girls'
basketball player to surpass the l.otKi-point

at iioH-cioaeu Montevideo.
If Blose is to crack the starting lineup, she
will have to rely on her speed and quickness
along with her scoring prowess.
"Betsy plays very well. I predict that
throughout the season, we'll see her playing
more."' Jaynes commented.
"I'm pleased with how I'm doing so far I'm
going all-out at practice: that's all I can do,"
Blose said "Each game is a new experience
and I want to go into the game with a pasitive
attitude.''
DESPITE THEIR individual talents, both
players have had to make the normal adjustments to new coaches and a diffecpnt style
of play Yet. both Keiser and Blose agreed, the
senior members of the team have been very
helpful in making them feel a part of the squad.
"The team tucked us under their wing and
made as feel comfortable." Keiser said. "We
keep it close and work well as a team."
Jaynes foresees similar progress with the
freshmen in relation to their teammates and to
themselves She noted that though freshmen
rarely start, they will see plenty of action
"Hopefully within a year's time they can fill
positions left open due lo graduation." Jaynes
said, noting that tn-captains Cathy Hanrahan.
Kalhy Hailey and Anne Sonoga will graduate
this voar
IIMU'K

f

Freshmen to play active role for Dukes
By DAVE FACINOLI
The transition from high
school basketball to the bigtime college sport is a difficult
adjustment, according to
James Madison University
men's basketball coach Lou
Campanelli.
Four freshmen members of
the JMU basketball squad.
Derek Steele, Troy Keys.
Keith Bradley and Woody
Boler are now making that
transition
"They really have not
tasted college competition
yet." Campanelli said. "I
believe they have found the
practices to be more physical
than high school games.
"All four show excellent
potential, but our plan is to
bring each player along
slowly," he added. "We do not
want to put a lot of pressure on
them, but we want them to

blend into the team as the
season goes on."
CAMPANELLI ALSO indicated the adjustment from a
smaller basketball program is
only one change the players
have to make. "In high school
the players were proven, but
now they not only have to
adjust on the court, but in the
social and academic atmosphere also."
Two freshmen. Keys and
Steele, both were point guards
in high school and will be
battling at the same position.
"We look for both players to
be able to come off Ihe bench
and pick up the team defensively and also pick up the
crowd," Campanelli said.
Steele. who averaged 22
points a game at Mount
Vernon High School
in
Alexandria, Va. said he

."nto rty LIWrM
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FRESHMAN DEREK STEELE combines with fellow rookie Troy
Keys to give JMU depth at the point guard position.

decided to come to JMU
because he was impressed
with the campus and the
straightforwardness of the
coaches. "The coach told us
everybody would get a fair
shot," Steele noted
KEYS SAID he came to
JMU for many similar
reasons. "I was told I would
have to work hard and was
given no promises I also got a
chance to view the school
from the students' standpoint."
Keys admitted his biggest
adjustment is working hard
every day at the game. "The
players here are just as quick
as me, or quicker, so I must
work extra hard to keep on
their pace," he said.
Boler, a 6-7 forward from
Salisbury. N.C., said his
toughest adjustment is the
physical aspect of the game.
"We have not been in any
games yet but so far the
practices are a lot more
physical than most high
school games."
Boler is an intelligent player
that performs under control,
Campanelli noted. "He is a
good shooter and may provide
the team with some scoring
touch."
BRADLEY. A power forward, is an excellent defensive player, according to
Campanelli, adding, "He is a
hard worker and will be able
to provide us with defense off
the bench."
He believes the rookies are
beginning to mesh well with
the veterans in practice.
"When we recruit, we look for
players to compliment the
team we already have. A lot of
foresight has to go into the
players we want." Campanelli
said. "That is why we don't
recruit many junior college
players, we like to have four
years to develop the player."

- 'y

Photo by Charln A t a nu

FRESHMAN KEITH BRADLEY goes un for a jumper in the
I lakes' game against Scotland.
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Concept of the nude photo
challenged in Kahn show
Ry MARK SUTTON
The photography of Steve Kahn, currently on
display in James Madison University's New
Image Gallery, calls into question traditional
feelings about nude photography as an art
form. The show distances the viewer from the
images' latent sexual content through a
variety .of methods, including the deliberate
introduction of excessive grain

Hash, have long and very black shadows
framing one side of the subject in most cases.
These shadow borders serve to define the
space in which the model exists, and they serve
a form-line function very important to Kahn's
work.
The models in these prints, while either
wholly or partially nude, exude no air of
sexuality There is no purient or pornographic

'The grainy nature of the prints serves as a screen

between the viewer and the image'
The images, orginally made on Polaroid
JX.Vinch instant black and white materials,
are copied on to Tri-X negative film in order to
blow up the grain content of the photograph.
These 35mm negatives are then enlarged to
about GXH inch final prints.
Only a few final prints are made, usually five
per negative Therefore, many of the prints in
this series are sold out and no longer available
to the general public

A DETAIL from one of Steve Khan's photographs, which are
currently on display in .lames Madison University's New Image
Gallery. The photographs raise questions about the role of the
nude in art photography and society today.

II

THE GRAINY nature of the prints serves as
a screen between the viewer and the image
One sees the grain, a kind of "visual noise."
before one can concentrate on the image itself.
This serves to distance the viewer from the
subject matter both personally and sexually
The small prints are dwarfed by their large
white mats, which also emphasi/.e their lack of
pure white tones.
These photographs lack pure whites because
the artist deliberately has chosen to print for
maximum density in the blacks. The prints,
which appear to have been shot with direct

content to these images. The models' facial
expressions convey either boredom or disintrest,
IN ONLY one image may any sexual innenuendo be found, and in that one, it is unpleasant. The next-to-last image in the show is
of a nude woman with closely cropped hair
holding her hands behind her head. Her expression conveys an attitude of sadistic
violence which is both unsettling and unpleasant. It is a jarring note in an otherwise
easy to view and enjoy exhibition
The artist who produced the show. Steve
Kahn. works in a variety of photographic
areas He recieved early recognition for the
Monograph Stasis, which was published in
1973. He has exhibited both in the United States
and abroad with shows in such places as The
Broxton Gallery. The Photographers Gallery
in London and the Centre Culturel Americain
Jn Paris. His work is in the collections of
UCLA. University of New Mexico, and the
Biblotheque Natiortale in Paris.

folionotes

On nudes, photography, and the clampdown
By MARK SUTTON
In the 1980s, many artists
fear a clamp down on artistic
expression soon will occur
And Steve Kahn's exhibition
of photographs, currently on
display in the New Image
Gallery, may lend credence to
a discussion on this topic.
Kahn's display consists of
several
innocuous
nude
photographs which emphasize
form rather than content (see
story
above).
They
use
several photographic
techniques to put distance
between the image and the
viewer. The display contains
no purient or pornographic
subject matter, and yet, easily
could become a center of

'There are many who would have us return to the past
when nudes were not displayed in public'
display.
ADMITTEDLY,
SOME
nude photography is utterly
vile, disgusting and unfit for
just about anyone's consumption
This does not,
however, justify the ban of all
nude photography, as some
would have us believe. An
artist must be free to express
him or her self in any matter
seen fit, as long as that means
of expression harms no one
Those who believe art should
not concern itself with social

photography, and only those
with the skill and nerve
necessary to bootleg it will
profit For that reason, if no
other, we should support the

freedom of the arts which is a
part of our vital freedom of
expression.
Photography is embroiled
in its own internal conflict

Freedom of expression is vital
controversy if the political
climate favors such an occurrence,
merely because
they are nudes
With politics being what
they are, it could happen, and
happen here. Many persons
involved in a so-called 'antipornography"
campaign
would
like
all
nude
photography to be banned, on
the basis that it is "smut "
They believe the display of
nude photographs will corrupt
the nation's youth. Because
some persons are offended by
nude
photography.
they
believe it should be completely banned from public

and political issues miss the
point. A work of art is a means
of expressing one's viewpoint
The freedom to express that
point of view, regardless of
how off-the-wall it may be. is
something
that
must
be
defended.
There are many who would
have us return to the past,
when "morality" was still
prevelant, and nudes were not
displayed in public. What they
do not understand is that
"morality" is not something
you can legislate: you ban
legal abortions and the street
corner abortionist is the only
one who profits, you ban nude

/

between the art photographyfaction and the photojournalists. This has led to a
rather fragmented situation,
where often the two opposing
camps do not support one
another. This situation must
end if photography is to take
its place in the fight against
the tide of reaction that is
sweeping the country.
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Sports
Scotland uncompetitive
■

Dukes rout national stars
By DAVID TEEL
It was a glorif ied>practice at
best.
A team of basketball allstars from Scotland visited
Godwin Hall Monday for an
exhibition contest with James
Madison University and the
result was a laugher.

POINT GUARDS Derek
Steele and Troy Keys appeared to have fun as they
consistently led the Dukes'
fast break offense to easy
hoops. Have the two speeds»ers started a trend for the
JMU offense?

dicative of their entire trip as
Scotland has been blown out
by such non-powers as
Randolph Macon College and
Long wood College.
A sparse crowd of about H50
had little to get excited about,
but did see the scoreboard hit
100.

'You have to take into consideration the competition.
Against a team like Scotland
we'll be able to run because we're controlling the board:
The Dukes trounced the
helpless
visitors
109-47.
Scotland was slower, smaller
and less talented than JMU
and it was obvious from the
opening tip-off.
Linton Townes celebrated
his return to the Dukes' lineup with an eight-for-eight first
half shooting performance as
he tallied 19 points. Center
Dan Ruland was next in the
scoring column with 17.
Ruland, who is being
counted on to provide board
strength underneath, did just
that against the outmuscled
Scots.
Sophomore Charles Fisher
demonstrated his soft outside
touch and tallied 13 points.
Fisher is one of many fine
shooters of this year's squad.
What opening performances
like this usually turn into is a
showcase for the freshmen
players and this affair was no
different. Coach Lou Campanelli quickly gave his
rookies playing time.

"You have to take into
consideration the compel ion,"
Campanelli
commented.
"Against a team like Scotland
we'll be able to run because
we're controlling the boards.
"When we go up against
teams like St. John's, people
will say, 'why aren't you
running with these guys?'. But
they don't realize if we don't
control the basketball and
rebound well we can't run,"
he added. "It's much easier to
fast break against inferior
competition."
Other freshmen Woddy
Boler and Keith Bradley also
saw extensive action and
Boler showed flashes of
promise on the offensive end
of the floor.

The Dukes now have closed
practice, until their season
debut over Thanksgiving
break, in the Lapchick
Memorial Tournament.
Photo by Charm A. Folio
• JMU will meet host St.
John's University in the first BOB DONOHOE follows-up a shot in JMU's 109-47 romp of Scround of the prestigous affair. tland. He has been hampered by a knee injury during preseason.

Intramural soccer standings
Championship I
Sigma Pi
Garber
Kappa Sigma A
SPE
TKE
Sigma Nu A

STEWART GILLES was the
only Scotish player to score in
double figures as he accounted for 13 points.
Gilles and his teammates
are making an extensive tour
of the East to challenge many
schools. The treatment they
received Monday was in-

Championship II
White
Theta Chi
AXP
Shorts
CCM
Pi Kappa Phi

Students need tickets
for five home games
There will be five James Madison University home
men's basketball games that will require JMU students
to pick up free advance tickets. Tickets may be obtained
with a JMU student ID from the James Madison
University Athletic Department Ticket Office, located in
the main lobby of Godwin Hall.
Except for the first game versus UVa., tickets for the
remaining four contests will be issued on the Monday
and Tuesday prior to the day of the game.
Students must present both their student ID and game
ticket to be admitted to the game.
Tickets for the game with Virginia on Dec. 30 will be
distributed that day from 12-3 p.m.
The remaining games and pick-up times are:

3-0
2-1
2-1
2-2
2-2
0-3

3-1
3-1
2-1
1-2
1-2
0-3

A League
Crispy Critters
Sao Paolo
Ball Busters
Gods

5-0
4-1
2-2
1-3

B League
Arsenal
Ramones
Hodo's Hellraisers
Hasnson
Pig dogs

3-1
2-1
2-1
2-2
1-2

C League
Muddy Hurley's
Andy Capps
Dead Boys
Glick
Tallyw hackers
Black Death

4-0
2-1
2-2
1-2
1-2
0-3

D League
Dilligas
Jersey Jets
Bottom-of-the-Ba rrels
10 Minutes You Bet
Tri-Hump
IBITATIT

4-0
3-1
2-2
2-2
1-3
1-3

E League
Unsanctified Seeds
Shebbers
Sigma Nu B
Haines Bros.
Beaver Squad

4-0
3-1
3-1
1-3
0-4

F League
Sin Kickers
Off
Party Pack
Fred's Bakery

W
3-1
2-2
1-3

Old Dominion University — Jan. 21
Jan. 19-20. 9-5 p.m.
U.S. Naval Academy — Jan. 28
Jan. 28-27, 9-5 p.m.
The College of William and Mary — Feb. 7
Feb. 2-3. 9-5 p.m.
Virginia Commonwealth University — Feb. 12
Feb. »-io, 9-5 p.m.
,
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Diversity emphasized in religious dialogue
By KELLY C. BOWERS
Despite 450 years of
separation, Lutherans and
Catholics are now working
towards a situation that
"allows for diversity of expression but a unity of faith."
That is the opinion of Rev.
Glenn Schackelford who
participated in a special
Catholic-Luthern
Dialogue
Nov. 16 in observance of the
450th anniversary of the
Augsburg Confession.
Rev.
Shack el ford,
ecumenical relations chairman of the Virginia Synod of
the Lutheran Church in
America, was the Lutheran
representative
in
the
discussion. Rev. Ed Bobbinchock, ecumenical
relations officer of the diocese
of Richmond, was the Catholic
speaker for the event which
was held in the Converse
Religious Center.

"We actually share more
with our Catholic brothers and
sisters than we do with many
Protestant churches,"
Shackelford explained.
The Lutheran Church was
the first in the Protestant
reformation to break with the
Roman Catholic church. The
Augsberg
Confession,
a
statement of belief by Martin
Luther, has been the main
barrier to the reconciliation of
the two churches.
Shackelford said that "it
became a hallmark of a good
Lutheran to be opposed to and
actually hate the Catholics."
HOWVER, BOBBINCHOCK
explained that the two
churches agree on 20 of the 28
points in the Augsberg Confession.
The Council Vatican II in
1963 was "the first real
response" to the Augsberg

Confession, according to
Bobbinchock. "We had never
really sat down to see what we
have in common," he explained.
"Baptism has united us,"
said Shackelford, adding that
both churches recognize the
validity of the others baptisms. He also said that the
two churches agree on the
primacy of the Bible and the
theology of the Holy Communion.
But both men admitted that
there were strong barriers to

the reunion of the two churches, as has been discussed in
the recent years. One of the
biggest issues seems to "be
"the question of papal in-

fallibility," a. Catholic belief
not shared by Lutherans,
according to Shackelford.
He said that a more realistic
goal for the two churches
would be "a relationship of
sister churches."
However,
"We're
not
talking in terms of years but
in terms of decades,"
Shackelford continued.
Tenative suggestions were
made for a continuation of a
Lutheran-Catholic dialogue on
campus for James Madison
University students and
faculty.

* Culture
(Continued from Page 2)
behavioral studies, and theory
relevant to the specialty with
direct and simulated ex-

periences
practice.

in

professional

A proposal was drawn up for

COMMONWEALTH PRECIOUS METALS
Buys Anything Made of Gold or Sterling Silver
Dental Gold, Class Rings, Wedding Bands, Gold Coins, Jewelry,
Anything marked 10K, 14K, 18K, 22K, .999 Fine. We test unmarked Gold:

multicultural
enrichment
activities for 1980-81. The
proposal would allow an expansion of on-campus and offcampus opportunities to include the inner city and
privilege of working with
minority and disadvantage*!
students.
THE GOAL IS to promote
direct or
indirect opportunities for the students to
complete
a
teacher
preparation program
enriched by multicultural
education.

No Amount Too Small or
Too Large For Us To Buy

CASH!

There are 10 activities that
need to be carried out to meet
NCATE's standards but as of
yet, the school of education
has completed only four of
those activities. The other sue
will be met at set dates in the
future, Roberson said.

Permanently Located

FOR EXTRA CHRISTMAS MONEY ,
TURN THAT UNWANTED HIGH SCHOOL RING INTO CASH !

Our guarantee to customers!
We guarantee to pay the highest possible prices at all times.
Paying top prices for class rings. For example •'
Class Rings
Jumbo 44g.
X Lg
31g.
Lg
23g.

14K

10K

$302.72 $182.60
213.28 128.65
i58.24
96.25

UK
Medl6g.
Sm
8g.

110.20
55.10

10K
67.50
34.10

PAYING CASH FOR:
-Anything marked Sterling or.925or .999
-Pre-1964 Coins (Dimes, Quarters, Halves)
-Also buying Silver Dollars 1 878-1935

Free—Gold Testing—and Free Estimates
We will BEAT any Legitimate offer Made by locally advertised dealers.

OPEN DAILY MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
10:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
Lower
COURT SQUARE VILLAGE 433-8841
Level
JAAU students & faculty bring this ad for additional cash bonus!
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIHItllllllHIIIIIIII
»*.#-AA^*^.*.>

iiiiniiiHHiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

$1.69
e««i*"" 2*;i980
la — laaM tmmm mt mnttfm
~M, Ma aaa. Ma Ml I*.
MailMaWimMiaMh
amdnlllHaialai... mill

r>iian«mHI»ii

Arthuflrtachcre.
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Classifieds
Help Wanted
MEN'-WOMEN! JOBS ON
SHIPS! American. Foreign.
No experience required.
Excellent pay.
Worldwide
travel. Summer job or career.
Send $3.00 for information.
SEAFAX, Department G-16,
Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Washington 98362.

by Garry Trudeau

Doo«e.wy
MR. KISSINGER. MANY OfMR.R£ACAN$CONSeni*M
SUPPORTERS FEEI-THAT YOU
SHOULD BE DENIED A POST
BBCAUSetOAEBEENSOFT
ON COMMUNISM. AW
COMMENT?

OBVIOUSLY, wftTisfmmiy
A86URP. F0RFWRYEAK5,
ILTRECTEDTHEMOSTS/W6E
BOMWOS IN HISTORY TO KEEP
' SOUTHEAST ASIA FROM GOING
COMMUNIST.

-

wpansrAWNt^

THENUHY
CAMBODIA ALONE U& DIDYOU
AMUESWNS/NTHE
TRYSO
STRUGGLETO CONTAIN
/somAseees&cN. HARDTO
CONCEAL
IT, SIR?

MOPeSTY.
MOSTVf.

BUTMA5NTTHAT
AUTTlBUNmiK
TO YOUR. FANS,
SIR*

•I mPFOR
THISMICRODunne uv
*£«£*'
y^

**< UU WBE
™**™J%
GOVERNMENT
OFF THE BUCKS
OFTHEPOLES?

OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer-year round.
Europe.
South America, Australia,
Asia. All fields. $500-1,200
monthly. Sightseeing. Free
info. Write: IJC. Box 52-VA4.
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.

•■

HELP
WANTED:
Reporters and writers wanted
for local news department.. .
excellent opportunity for
serious journalists who are
looking for practical experience . . . strong writing
skills a must . . . good voice
helpful. Credit available to
qualified people.
Contact
Elliott Wiser, news director,
WMRA, 433-6221 or 6320.

MR. KISSINGER. ASYOU
KNOW, MANY PEOPLE ARE
CONCERNED ABOUT GOVERN0RREA6ANSLACKOF
SOPHISTICATION IN
FOREIGN AFFAIRS.

IF YOU WERE APPOmEPSe&ETAKY
OFSmE.mJLPYOUBEABteW
AMPTTDMl.REASAN'smmCY
TO REDUCE EXTREMELY COMPLEX
INTERNATIONAL ISSUESTDASERJES
OF APPLAUSE LINES?

OF COURSE. IN
FACT, I THINK
COULDYOU
ONE-LINERS CM!
GIVE US AN
BE VERY USEFUL
EXAMPLE,
IN THE CONDUCTOF
S/R?
F0RE/6N
POLICY.

I

®SL2-^

,GRADUATE
STUDENT
SEEKS APARTMENT to
share with other graduate
students as of January l, 1961.
Please call Ed at (703) 9710198.

\
^Jh^flP^

8K&S3R

Bstim

STUDENTS: You earn a
percentage, we do the work.
If interested please phone
Denards at 434-4760. Ask for
Mrs. Moore.

Wanted

<ign

HAVE YOU ACTUALLY DtSCUSSEP
THE JOB tU/TH
YES, I
MR. REAGAN SPOKE WITH
HIMSELF T HIM BRIEFLY
IN THE ELEVATOR.

MR. KISSINGER, MOST
INSIPERS ARE NOW
GIVING 6E0RSESHULTZ
THE EDGE IN BEING
APPOINTEDseCRETAP* OF STATE..

RIDE NEEDED to Newark
Delaware for Thanksgiving
break. Can leave any time
Tuesday or Wednesday. Call
Kathy at 5324.
FEMALE
ROOMMATE
WANTED
to
sublease
apartment at Squire Hill - two
bedroom.
two
bath
townhouse.
Available immediately or next semester.
$100.00 per month plus
utilities.
Contact Susan
Bernerd at 434-3045.
▼

PAYING
IMMEDIATE
CASH for gold, silver, and
diamonds; any form or
condition. Also buying coins
(64 and before), jewelry,
pocket watches, flatware.
Need Money?
Turn that
unwanted high school ring into
instant cash. For more info
call Rick or John at 433-7271 or
433-7278.
Well beat any
legitimate offer.

Our Hero

by Matt Wagner

A CWOT/C 5TRU^6LE MfcF f*\A% \ DAMN!
A CW FOR. HELPHAVE
|THI6 rtfEAW6 X AlUST

•i'KNC**)? T COULD
REALLY &ET (A)Toja)OoM)&

HLLLO.

For Sale
TWO
PAT BENATAR
TICKETS FOR SALE: Best
offer. Call Robby 4242.
FOR SALE:
Female
housing contracts for the
spring semester.
Contact
Kelly or Linda at 5711.
FOR SALE:
Diamond
engagement rings, pearls,
other fine gemstones. Call
William Carreras Diamonds
Ltd.
campus
sales
representative Bud Batten at
434-6232 or write Box 335.
FEMALE HOUSING
CONTRACTS FOR SALE:
Call Gail 4659, or Sarah 4750.

The Do-Drop Inn

by Mark Legan

FEMALE HOUSING
CONTRACT FOR SALE.
Spring semester.
Call
Natalie, 434-4531.

v
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For Sale

Madisonman

FOR SALE:
Female .
housing contract for spring
semester. Contact Ann at 5015
or drop a note in Box 973.

by Scott Worner
fa GONNA JUMP!'

1978 FORD FIESTA, 36,000
miles, 30mpg city, excellent
condition, $3,600. or best offer.
In Waynesboro, 943-5209 after
5 p.m.

^ s—^ CONCERT

if

» «•

I WAI
OVER 5 LJ u
MOORS *°
TO GET

WSSOA

AND WHEN I
FINALLY GOT
TO THE....

For Rent
FOR RENT:
Large
bedroom in house within
walking distance from JMU.
Furnished with waterbed.
$110. a month starting
January. Call Jeff 434-2459 or
write P.O. Box 298.
HOUSE FOR RENT: 1 mile
from campus, close to
Hillendale Park, washerdryer, stove, refrigerator,
$400. per month. Call 434-1471
or 434-1546.

THE pftT BEHATAR

WHY, WHAT'S Mt\^m
THE MATTER? V? Tft.

"''. ^in«iiiiiiiiirpiiiP(i|;i(r.|i.!i;r,.iii|((i.iiiiiii
"TT.WINDOW, THEY TOLD ME
THE C.ONCFRT WAS SOLD

WMrt&M/i'Z"'"

SOLD-our

i/i ;i

Star Truckers
}/0U WILL TELL TH

~*R OF fHF
8R.eetHAHS fcu'w
cArawteD /»e ANO

mum

WLL 6w( p£ TO
- - Foe. A "*■

THAT MIL

fay Tom Arvis

&er.

zwcr $

Services
TYPING
SERVICE:
Dissertations, theses, reports,
etc. IBM Selectric type, 17
years experience, $.80 per
page. Call Mrs. Price, 8799935.
TYPING:
Prof essiona 1
work, new IBM equipment,
thesis, resumes, manuscripts,
term papers, etc. 433-8685
days, 828-3692 evenings.
COLLEGE TYPING AND
EDITING
SERVICES:
Typing and editing of theses,
term papers, and other
reports. Paper provided.
Free pick up and delivery.
Call 896-5921

Lost
LOST: One brown corduroy
blazer. Reward offered if
found. Call 434-8275.

3ING,
BONG,
BANGLES!

Personals
RICK AND HAM : Good
luck and our best v. ishes at
Maxim's Friday night. Knock
'em dead. Sue and Gail.
DEAR STUTE. A happy
belated birthday wish from
us! Just think ... 3 days until
Bruce, and that day's on us!
Love ya, The Bettys.
CAT SHOW. Auto Auction
Building, November 22-23,
10:00-4:30.
Purebreds and
Household Pets.
(.50 off
admission with ID

ATTENTION ALL BRUCE
SPRINGSTEEN.
FANS,
(particularly those attending
this weekend's concerts). A
"welcome back Bruce" party
will be held this Friday night
at 91K Dutch Mill Court,
beginning at 8 p.m. A keg will
be provided and donations will
not be required but will be
accepted in good faith.
BEN: sharing twelve hours
and the Skyline Drive has
convinced me you are worth
the wait. Here's hoping we'll
see more times like . these
soon. A smile for you 'til I see
you next. SUGAR.

HEY DOUGH-HEAD! I just
wanted to let you know how
much it means to me to be
celebrating number two with
you and be going home to
meet your family today. I
have a feeling deep down that
we're going to last a long
while. ILY - Beanhead.

SPLORF: No, that's not
your nickname, I just wanted
to get your attention. Thank
you for being the hug and the
shoulder to cry on that I
needed so badly last weekend.
If you ever need the same, I 'm
as near as your phone. Love,
Mr. Bill

ANN-POP, I want to thank
you for all the super times so
far! I am looking forward to
Saturday with great passion
and lots of fun. Take care and
look out for the Hube! P.S. I
love M & M's and knees!!
Your Shenandoah Sweetie,
Hube. -

WE LOVE YOU UNRUH oh,
yes we do. We love you unruh
and we'll be true. When
you're not with us, we're blue.
Oh, unruh we love you!! "M"
and Dr. Jaws.

CHECK THESE
SPECIALS
CHEAP TRICK

MSI** Up

EARTH, WINO IFIRE

Just part of our shimmering
array of 12K Gold Filled
Bangle Bracelets lntricately|
engraved on flawlessly
polished and plain tubing.

Q

JEWELERS .
Valley Mall
Harrisonburg

V
I".

EAOIES

Urn

B0ZSCA0CS

HH$

r
m

HEART

M-W 10Th - Fri
10 9

JMU WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL TEAM, Good
luck in your opening tournament this weekend. I'm
still one of your biggest fans.
Go for the gold! STAPLES.

9>

NEILV0UN0

Sat
10-6

B.J., Happy birthday. You
finally made it to the big 18.
Go for the Moosehead beer.
Your Roomy Becky.

DILUGAS - Thanks for the
party!
We had an "unforgeUble" night?! - The
drunk girls from Fred!
SRC, Thank you for your
love, comfort, and understanding. I could never
live without you. Love, EHP.
MUDDY WATERS
LIVES !The Bagland Neo—
Fusion Band Live at The Mine
Shaft, Charlottesville, VA!
Long live Skip Castro, Jim
Morrison (he is alive, and
living in Africa—trust me),
Chuck Berry and The
Pretenders! Last but not
least,
God
bless
Les
Paul...BRYAN
MARTHA: I know the real
reason you haven't been
getting any sleep lately!
DONNA PORPORA: Are you
a flying Porpoise too? Have a
good visit!
THE VICIOUS TYPIST
All classified ads Would M brought to
Tha Breera office In KM basement of
Win* Price, with payment enclosed and
issue dates ipeciflot), no later man neon
Tuotday for Friday's issue, and no later
than noon Friday for Tuesday's Issue.
Rates ares 7 s for 0 75 words, II SO tor 24
SO words. S3 50 for 51 75 words, and t.OS
for each additional word above 75.
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Viewpoin t

Keep the Eatery
At first glance, a recent Student Government Association bill of
opinion seemed to be senseless. The bill stated that since the
Eatery was popular, eased crowding in D-hall and was a viable
eating alternative it should remain open. All of this is very fine,
but what was the point of it all?
The significance of the bill was that Food Services has been
considering closing the Eatery next semester. The bill of opinion
simply was a quiet show of support for the Eatery. The opinion
was a good idea, since there is no good reason to close the Eatery.
Two problems that might have prompted talk about closing the
facility are contract losses and customer fluctuation in the
Eatery. Neither problem requires closing. Food Services expects

The Eatery's appeal is
its atmosphere-informal and
conducive to conversation
to lose five percent of its contract customers with the semester
change, based on previous years' losses. There will be less
students using D-hall, and since the purpose of the Eatery was to
ease crowding, there will be no need to keep it open.
But the Eatery is used by more than five percent of contract
holders. About 12 percent of the lunchtime crowd eats in the
Eatery, as does some seven percent of the dinner crowd. Also, the
five percent contract loss is an overall loss, so it probably will not
greatly diminish the number of Eatery customers.
The problem of customer fluctuation is more significant. The
Eatery cannot efficiently plan meals if 200 students eat there one
day and 500 do the next. But that problem can be solved by better
menu planning. Already certain entrees have proven to be
popular there, such as French bread pizza, and predictably draw
a crowd. A bit of experimenting would allow the Eatery to work
up a menu guaranteed to draw a regular contingent and thus
solve the fluctuation problem.
The present lunch menu shows that this idea works. Basically a
soup and sandwich offering, the lunch crowd is more regular than
the dinner crowd. The lunch menu also shows the Eatery can
repeat its crowd-drawing entrees without losing customers. The
Eatery's appeal is not so much in its distinctive menu, as is the
case at Salads Plus, but in its atmosphere. It is more informal and
conducive to conversation than D-hall-a pleasant place to eat.
Also, of course, there are no long lines or trays.
The Eatery is a pleasant alternative to D-hall that has eased
crowding. There is no reason to close it. For Food Services to do
so would be senseless.

Ticket lottery*could be better
By MARTHA STEVENS
It finally happened.
James Madison University went lottery
crazy. Well, almost.
In Monday morning's freezing rain, hundreds of loyal Pat Benatar fans waited outside
Grafton-Stovall Theatre for tickets to her
Nov.30 Wilson Hall concert. Many of them had
already queued up outside the University
Program Board Office in the Warren
University Union earlier that morning—some
as early as 6 a.m.—only to be issued a numbered stub at 9:30 and to be told to be back at
Grafton-Stovall at 11 a.m. sharp to get tickets.
Numbers were issued according to place in
line because of the safety hazard caused by
students sitting on the stairs in the WUU all the
way from the ground floor to Duke's Grill and
back down again.
At 11, several hundred students craving
concert tickets anxiously waited both inside
and outside Grafton-Stovall to hear their
number called. An intercom called out numbers, and if your number was called, you went
outside to the ticket office and pushed through
a crowd to get those prized bits of paper. If
your number was not called, you didn't get a
ticket. It was good for people with high numbers, sinc« they knew they could get their
tickets later in the day or not at all. But for
those with low numbers, the ones who had
gotten in line at dawn and had been there all
morning, it was a pain in the neck.
People kept running up to us to ask if we
were buying our maximum eight tickets.
(Each person was allowed to buy two $6.50 and
two $7.50 tickets per JMU ID and could have
two IDs.) Of course, since we had been waiting
in line for all morning, we were not going to

buy a ticket for some last-minute anybody. NO
WAY!
To add to the excitement of the day and to
raise the hopes of those people holding numbers over 309. rumors of a second Benatar
performance circulated through the theatre.
The people with the high numbers probably
were hoping they would be the first in line for
the second show, if she agreed.
The ticket lottery could have been better
organized. The UPB people could have told us
that they were going to change the ticketselling format, instead of having some guys
come through the WUU to tell us we were a fire
hazard. Sure it is a fire hazard when there are
several hundred people crammed into one
staircase, but then that is the way it has been
for past concerts.
The lottery idea seemed to work fairly well,
but then I'm not going to complain because I
had one of the first 20 numbers. What is it with
lotteries anyway? Now JMU wants to have a
lottery for dorm rooms. Oh well...
The morning was time-consuming and lineboggling, as is usual at JMU. The idea of
issuing numbers was good, but it will need
some work for future concerts. After all.
standing in line to hear your number called is
not much different from standing in line to buy
your ticket. But if the old ticket-selling system
is a fire hazard, this new idea may have to be
used.
The day was not a total waste, though, except for one remark I heard a guy say.
"Who's Pat Benatar? I don't think I've ever
heard of him before."
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Housing file will benefit students
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By BRIAN DALEY
The Commuter Student Committee, and in
particular its co-chairman Doug Marshall,
deserve a round of applause. The filing system
they have instituted to assist students wanting
to transfer housing contracts will greatly
benefit commuter students and on campus
residents alike.
The system consists of two files, one of
students wanting to purchase a housing contract, the other of students wanting to be
released from their contracts. Students who
sign a housing contract in the fall are
responsible for the cost of an entire school
year, although they pay by semester.
The housing office has always kept a list of
students wanting to move on campus, but the
list was not made available to students who
wanted to move off campus in mid-semester,
or at the winter break. Bringing a/seller and a
buyer together has been pretty much a matter
of chance. Cards and signs advertising contracts wanted or for sale have littered bulletin
boards all over campus, and some people have
gone so far as to tear other signs down so theirs
would be the only one available.

"To th« pros also*. ch.flu.rM as H tt with (BUMS.
ItW world is indebted lor all the triumphs which hiv. boon gained by reason,
and humanity over arror M oppression.' Jamas Madison
The Breeie is published every Tuesday and Friday except where otherwise
noted.
Correspondence should be addressed to The Breeze, wine Price Building,
James Madison University, Harrisonburg, Virginia 33*07.
, Letters to the editor are welcomed All letters must be typed.slgned, and
include the author's address and telephone number. Unsigned letters will not be
published, unsolicited editorials may be used as guestspots.
All material will be edited at the discretion ot the editor.
All letters, columns, reviews and guestspots reflect the opinions of their
authors and not necessarily those of the editors of The Breeie or the students,
faculty and staff of James Madison University. Unsigned editorials give the
majority opinion of the editors of The Breeie.
Comments and complaints about The Breeze should be addressed to Cindy
Elmore. editor of The Breeze.

The new filing system will solve this and
other problems as well. If the information is
kept up to date, as Marshall guarantees,
students won't have to waste time trying to
chase down a seller or buyer who might have
completed a transaction weeks or months
before.
The centralizing of information in one file
will allow those interested in transferring their
contracts to get a more complete list of
potential customers than if they tried to gather
names off the various boards around campus.
Most importantly, the new filing system will
allow the students who want to move off
campus to get some solid prospects, instead of
depending on rumors that so and so who might
be moving on campus and probably will need
to buy a contract. Also, students who have
early lease deadlines will be saved a lot of
work and worry.
The idea of joint filing system is so simple
and logical, it is surprising it hasn't been
thought of before. Now that the system has
been formed, it will provide a sorely needed
service to the student community.

\
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Dukes commemorated

Forum.

Closet Kennedy fan confesses
To the editor:
I have chosen to write at this
time to state my political
beliefs. I believe that after
months of suffering and agony
since the emergence of my
cause last fall, I can safely
come out of the closet and
finally admit to the students of
James Madison University
the disgusting truth about
myself.
Yes, I supported Ted
Kennedy.
Go ahead and laugh! You
think it is easy being a Kennedy person here in Reagan
country? Ah, I have been
leading a devil-may-care life
since Ted first announced his
candidacy in November 1979.
The press hailed him as if he
had parted the Red Sea!
Support for Kennedy was fine
until the hostage crisis and the
Afghanistan invasion inspired
Americans to patriotically
support
Billy
Carter's
brother. Of course, questions
of Kenenedy's character had
always been brought up
before, and people thought of
jokes and clever sayings
about such things as Chappaquidick or the senator's
dead brothers. The Kennedys

certainly bring out the best in
people.
As for me, I announced my
campus campaign for Kennedy to four ducks and a
drunk AXP guy. Wearing a
Kennedy
button
around
campus produced mixed
reactions: total avoidance as
if I were a leper, gales of
laughter
and
malicious
assault.
Kennedy eventually lost to
President Carter. But if he
was such a loser, then how
come at the Democratic
National Convention the loser
gave a rousing speech that
brought the audience to its
feet and the winner got as
much applause as a commercial for denture adhesive?
Immediately, I switched
support to that Orville

Redenbacher look-alike, John
B. Anderson. He is smart,
experienced, has no daughter
named Amy and has never
been in a movie with a
monkey. He should have
appeal, right?
Try again, Pat.
What was his problem? His
stands on the issues? No. No
party? No. "I believe in Anderson," a friend said, "but I
can't vote for him because I
don't think he'll win." What
was he thinking? That if his
candidate did not win, the FBI
would bust down the door the
next day? This was an election, not a horse race!
Election day came and
Carter proved this point: He
did not need Anderson. Carter
lost without anyone's help.
So in closing my exciting
political dossier, I thing we
should support Presidentelect Reagan, jet black hair or
not. But if anything goes
wrong, I will wear my button:
"Don't blame me—I voted for
Kennedy and Anderson."
Pat Butters
Editor's note: Pat Butters
was the president of the JMl
chapter of Students for Anderson.

Critic did not understand Springsteen
To the editor:
It is very, very difficult for
me to be objective about
Bruce Springsteen. I have
grownup with Bruce, I'll have
seen him for the third time
Sunday night, and I'm
throwing a party in his honor
tonight.
I have read Mark Sutton's
review carefully—over and
over again. This, combined
with Mr. Sutton's reputation
as a "super-critic," leads me
to one profound question. Hey
Mark, do you like anything?
In reading this article one
can see that Mr. Sutton has
done his homework on the
Boss and the E Street Band.
But that's about it.

To understand Springsteen
the song-writer, you have to
understand Springsteen the
man. Bruce has worked and
worked at telling the story of
what it is like to grow up with
no future. His music and the
words to his songs are usually
stark, straight to the point and
at times depressing. But all of
a sudden Springsteen puts out
an album with a few upbeat
songs, something to smile
about, something that you can
actually dance to. The last
time Springsteen did this was
seven years ago, with a song
called "Rosalita."
Seven years later. Rosie is
still the one song that

Weekend tasters thanked
To the editor:
This is the best way I could
think of to thank everyone who
participated in the past
weekend's "Hunger Focus"
sponsored by Bread for the
World under the Catholic
Campus Ministry.
Congratulations to all who
fasted for all or part of the
weekend.
Hopefully,
by
making hunger a personal
experience and feeling we can
better understand the very
real suffering of over 450
million people who are always
hungry. Those who have never
imagined anything like D-hall
food and would never complain about it!
Special thanks to everyone
who helped to keep the 48-hour
vigil in Converse basement
meditation room and who took
advantage
of
reading
materials there. By learning
about the reality of hunger in
the United States and abroad,

we can be more effective in
helping to end it. According to
the report of the Presidential
Commission
on
World
Hunger, published March
1980, "There are no physical
or natural reasons why all the
men, women and children in
the world cannot have enough
food to eat."
Let us use what we have
learned this weekend to make
hunger our problem, and work
to do our share in helping to
solve it.
Thanks again to all who
participated in the "Hunger
Focus"—those who fasted,
those who sponsored others
and encouraged them in the
fast, those who made use of
the meditation room and
everyone who helped make it
possible. Any comments or
suggestions are encouraged.
Ginnie Morrow
Coordinator, Hunger Focus

everyone, and I do mean
everyone, waits for in his
concerts.
Face it, Mr. Sutton, "The
River" threw you, it wasn't
what you expected, it wasn't
what you as a fan wanted. So
you slashed away at an unfamiliar style, while inconsistantly summarizing
songs that are new and different. Your article is just as
"erratic" as you say the
album is.
True, Bruce Springsteen is
at the peak of his career, but
false, Mr. Sulton, Bruce is not
past his musical prime. The
truth is that Springsteen is
finally
enjoying
himself
through his music. Many
songs on this album come
very close to sounding live,
and now more than ever, a
couple of songs were done
obviously in only take—a
single explosion of kick-ass
rock 'n' roll. The "almost
live" sound is hopefully as
close to a live album that
Springsteen will ever come
close to doing. There is noway
that anyone could capture a
Springsteen concert on vinyl.
It must be experienced as well
as seen.
Bruce Springsteen has
never, nor will ever disappoint
those who truly love the man
for what his is. It's only when
so-called "critics" try to
analyize every word he utters
that the rapport and charisma
are destroyed.
Congratulation, Mr. Sutton,
you've destroyed what Bruce
Springsteen is in your eyes.
But you'll never destroy what
he is in mine—the true savior
of rock 'n' roll.
John Nolan

Mighty Challace
By MIKE RICHARD
In commemoration of the 1980 Duke football season: the
coaches, the players, the fans...
It looked extremely dismal for the struggling Dukes that
day,
The score stood three to six with a mere minute left to play,
So when Butch got stuck at midfield, and came up walking
lame,
A sadness wreathed the faces of the students at the game.
A straggling few just cursed and split, leaving there the
rest,
Braving the relentless cold and hoping for the best.
They thought: "If only Challace would call a decent play,"
They bet their D-Hall contracts it would put the game away.
But Frankie threw a spiral pass that did so errant fly,
And Battle looked back just in time to watch the ball go by.
So from the freezing multitude the cheers rose, oh, so
slight;
There seemed but little chance that the coach would see the
light.

But Chuckie gathered in the pitch and
found a gaping hole,
And D.J. rambled up the gut for the
first and goal.
And when the play had ended and the
fans saw what occurred,
They took a shot of Coke and rum—
their spirits had been stirred.
Then from the drunken multitude went up a hearty cheer,
It rumbled through the stadium, it echoed far and near,
It struck upon the pressbox and rebounded on the dorm,
For Challace, mighty Challace, was beginning to brainstorm.
^
Every eye was on him as he stroked his shaven chin,
All at once, felt better as he let escape a grin,
With confidence he glanced downfield and knelt down just a
bit.
With calmness he did hide the fact that his pants had loudly
split.
Then Challace conjured up a play and sent it in with Zack,
But somewhere a mistake was made, the defense got the
sack.
"Kill him! Kill the referee!" was the uncontrolled outburst;
And it's likely they'd have done so had not Challace got
there first.
There was fire in his eyes as Challace ran out on the field.
He raised his arms in fury as he angrily appealed.
After seeing it was hopeless, and the ref was six foot four,
Challace slid back to the sidelines saying very little more.
The clock ticked down to thirty as the line pushed forward
four;
He knew he'd surely get the bench if they didn't get the
score.
Play three was called, the football snapped, and Frankie
ran around.
He hurled it to the graceful Clark whose toe was out of
bounds.
On fourth and goal poor Challace sweat, the game was on
the line;
If only his deodorant was working overtime.
Searching for an answer he referred to his playbook,
Then randomly he picked one, but he couldn't bear to look.
The fans watched anxiously as Frankie barked the call,
Their bodies flinched with terror as he bobbled the football.
He slung a desperation pass into twelve hungry hands,
One of ours and five of theirs waited for it to land.
Oh, somewhere in this much-loved school, some fans are
pulling hair,
In other places far from here there's a few who really care.
But here we've seen a spectacle, a miracle no doubt,
The Dukes did score the touchdown, Mighty Challace had
passed out.
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Language
department
gets new
acting head

By MAKGO COBLE
Dr. Jeanne Nostrandt has assumed the acting head position of
the department of foreign language & literature, for one year,
while a search committee looks for a permanant replacement.
Nostrandt has been an English professor here for five years.
The former departmenthead. Dr. Elizabeth Neatrour, decided
to return to full-time teaching and research, so someone was
needed to take over for a year, Nostrandt said. Nostrandt formerly taught French and was still certified.
"It was a new idea but since I've started, I've really enjoyed
it,"she said.
According to Nostrandt, the job was at first mass confusion,
and she worked until 11 p.m. seven days a week."I didn't know
how to make a schedule or work with a budget or any of the administrative duties but once you've practised, the mechanical
things become second nature."she explained.
"I have a better perspective and new appreciation of administrators,"she said, adding that she enjoys the job more than
anticipated, particularly because she said administrative ofers
immediate satisfaction, whereas satisfaction in teaching can
take a long time.

r

"I wouldn't want to stay in this position permanently but I
wouldn't mind staying on a while to see some 'pet projects' instituted. I just don't want to be outside of my major field of interest forever,"she said.
One helpful factor has been the exceptional faculty within the
foreign language department, Nostrandt said explaining that
they work well together and are very supportive of her and one
another.
"One trend that is occuring nationally and I hope will continue
to happen here is the addtional business-oriented langauge
clases," she said." We've just added a business Russian class, in
additon to the business Spanish class." This is helping to prepare
language majors for governement and business positions rather
than
strictly
teaching
positions,"
she
added.
MORE AND MORE students are majoring in foreign languages a
JMU. In fact, Nostrandt said in one morning last week three
students added a Russian major during pre-registration. "I think
a lot of the interest in foreign language is due to governement
studies showing a need for more knowledge of foreign language,"
she said.
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"IT WAS a new idea, but since I've started, I've really enjoyed
doing it," says Dr. Jeanne Nostrandt.
"Foreign languages, contrary to some thought, has 2.5 percent
of the faculty and produces 2.5 of the credit hours, which is very
good for foreign language departments," Nostrandt added.
Nostrandt teaches two English classes and currently is working
on a biography of Mary Johnston, a romantic novelist from
Virginia.
"The one thing I miss most is the lack of time for research," she
said. "I haven't worked on my book since this summer, but at
least I've finished most of the research itself." she continued.
Nostrandt's major interest is southern American literature and
she will teach a course on Eudora Welty and William Faulkner
next semester.

It's That Time Once Again!

The Annual JAAU Turkey of the Year Award
Send your entry for Turkey of the Year on This Coupon to:
Turkey

JMV's turkey of the year is

—

Deadline for entries is Friday, Nov. 21 ^
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